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Abstract 

The nation's first ganling-simulation has been created for use in 

• training court administrative officers and related personnel. The total 

exercise is designed to enable participants to apply kno~(Tledge acquired 

in the formal lectures to the specifics of the court system. A 

• representative court environment has been created "'1here many aspects 

of the actual practice of judicial administration can be explored. 

• The political environment of the court is represented in a policy 

negotiation exercise involving an Executive Committee of Judges, a Court 

Administrator" A CAO Analyst, a Bar Associat:i.on Representative, a 
... 

Court Clerk and a District Attorney. A variety of court related policies 

are 0~plored and acted upon in this setting • 

The case processing tasl: in the court is represented by a number 

• of case processing boards. _(presen~ly felony and family law). The exercise 
. " ;" ,"r;-

involves the processing of cases through the court procC!ss by an Assignment 

Judge and an Assistant Court Adminisrator interacting with all the attorneys 

• involved either private or public (i. e., District Attorne.y and Public Defender.) 

Participants pla.y roles in each exercise and thereb)' experience the 

• pressures and practice techniques in processing cases and in dealing with 

the political arena. ParticipaI)ts also decide upon the impact of policy on 

case processing and therefore explore the comple:r.:i,ty of the interrelationship • 

• 
A class of Court administrative personnel at the Institute for Court 

Hanagement; together \oJith a ga .. 'lling expert, tested and evaluated the exercise . 

• 
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The Ga~ing~Simulation 

Introduction 

Court ~dministration is a difficult task because it requires 

a working knowledge of a large number of disparate disciplines 

ranging, ~or example, from legal procedure through personnel 

administration, computer technology and behavioral science. These 

fields have been substantially addressed in the formal courses 

designed for this program. However, in addition to knowledge, in 

these formal areas, there are other special needs. 

We believe that an effective court administrator needs to 

understand the complexities of all the processes occurring in 

the court system. He needs to know the nature of all the actors 

in the arena and most importantly he needs to know how to bring 

about change in this ~omplex environment at the same time as 

coping with the usual 'organization overload. 

There are special,problems involved in teaching an effective 

understanding of these complexities of the court system through a 

lecture method. There are even more probl~ms in teaching the 

attitudinal, skill and emotio~al requirements of an administrative 

~osition. Fortunately both of these extremely important areas 

can be effectively dealt with through the medium of gaming-simulati~n. 

Gaming-simulation is an experiential technique which exposes 

the participants to the types of situations that they are likely 

to find in their working environment. As such, it attempts to 

supply in a laboratory setting a format, where the practice of 
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administration (in this case) can be explored from all perspectives. 

The participants get opportunities to work with a simulated system, 

to test out various strategies and to attempt to create a better 

and more effective court system. 

We have, ther~fore, created a judicial administration gaming-

simulation with the goal of conveying the general concepts an~ 

structural framework of the courts and the surrounding agencies. 

It has been created in such a wiy ' that the participants decide 

the future of the court system and generate the nature of the 

-. 
court system as well as the nature' of, the interrelationships. 

between various role actors .. The court system so created changes 

with time reflecting a somewhat speeded up history of an imaginary 

court. 

The focus of the game has been on the exploration of· the 

complexity of the judicial arena in terms of the case processing 

system, the political environment 'and the connection bet\oleen the 

two. 

Hodel 

In building such a gaming-simulation exercise, it becomes 

critical that the actual quintessence of a cou~t system is used 
" 

as the model. Otherwise the whole e~ercise is totally flawed. 

It is, therefore, important that our concept~ of the make-up 

-of the court system be recognized~ They·are as ~ollows: 

1. There are a number of different processes taking place 
in a court relating to the processing of large number 
of different case types. 
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3. 

4 . 

Each one of these processes is influenced by its own 
particular set of circumstances. 

Each one of the process a~ena~ has the same general types 
of factors influencing it. These are: 

(i) Allocation of resources sufficient to process the 
work load. Resources of the court, attorneys and 
other parties are all involved. 

(ii) Necessity of scheduling under conditions of un
certainty. 

(iii)A need for rules to govern the movement of cases. 

. . 
(iv) A need for information and records in order to 

(v) 

understand the process and plan for the future. 

An inability to predict all events affecting the 
system. 

(vi) Control of the process being in a variety of hands, 
some with the jud~e, some with the court adminis
trator, some with att~rncys and some completely 
external to the process arena. 

(vii)He presume that external par"ties are .trying to 
maximize their rewards and are not necessarily 
concerned with court delay. 

We presume that important policy decisions impacting on 
the process boards are made in the executive committee 
of the court, in the offices of some important indivi
duals related to the court, e.g., clerk, CAO analyst, 
D.A. and Bar Asso~iation, and in some instances far 
removed from both, e.g., judicial council, legislature 
and press. 

5. We presume that these individuals are attemp~ing. to 
pursue their own particular goals and that these goals 
will be a function of their roles as well as their 
individual perceptions. 

6 . 1-7 e k n my t hat the dec i s ion sin the pol i tic a 1 are n a. a f f e c t 
the ~Yhole court system in a variety of \Olays, many of them 

-very subtle. We believe that the court system behaves 
as a complex system described by Forrester but the 
quantitative aspects are presently not well understood 
except for obvious first order effects. 
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7~ We know that the whole system is substantially influenced 
by the behavior of the individuals in it. Individuals 
in the system have to develop their own personal ways 
of dealing with pressure, indifference, hostility, and 
imcompetance, etc. 

The history of the development of our present gaming-simula-

tion is described in the appendix in a concept report and a 

report on design modifications and construction. At this time, 

it consists of an ab~tract of a court system whiGh does not 
, , . 

represen~any particular court system. As a convenience for 
, 

beginning the game, we have modeled the court proce§ses on a 

composit of the operations of major trial courts in California. 

This starting point, however, should not be viewed as a constraint 

on future actions of the court. 

The Environment 

We have presumed that the court is a trial court in a metro-

politan area with approximately twenty judges. There will be a 

mix of republican and democrats on the bench. \-1e can presume 

that the county has a shortage of funds for all of its responsi-

bilities. 

(i) Civil Cases: The bulk of civil cases involves personal 
injury, workman's compensation, contracts, and general 
business matters. Often these cases have complex issues 
which require the utilization of expert witnesses (doctors, 
geologists, etc.). 

Law firms specializing in civil cases usually are divided 
between those which repr~sent plaintiffs and those which 
represent defendants. The 'latter group generally re
presents insurance companies whose main interest is in 
delaying cases so that their funds may be kept at work. 
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(ii) Criminal Cases: The criminal courts handle all cases 
ranging from misdemeanors to felonies. The major dynamic 
here is the negotiation of pleas between the District 
Attorney and defense counsel tnown as plea bargaining. 

Cases here are not as concentrated in a few firms as in 
the civil arena. However, there usually are a few out
standing criminal trial lawyers who tend to handle the 
bUlk of the major, most complicated cases. 

(iii) Family Law: The Family Law Court specializes in divorce 
neglect, and other family related matters. The goals of 
the courts here are to settle disputes within the family 
with a minimum of divisiveness. 

General practitioners tend to handle most of the cases 
while large firms usually take on only major divorce 

, 

cases involving large settlements. Attorneys tend to be 
more flexible in this area reflectiQg the general philosophy 
of this branch of the law. 

(iv) Juvenile Law: The cases here deal with problems of 
incorrigible and delinquent children. Traditionally, the 
court acts as parens patriae or guardian/father of the 
child. In re.cent years, h o"'w ever , there ha's been a tendency 
to afford juveniles many of the protections afforded crim
inal defendants. 

Very few law firms specialize in juvenile matters and 
the major concern of attorneys here is similar to their 
concern in criminal cases -- keeping the 'charge and penalty 
at a minimum. 

Game Design 

At the present time, the ~otal gaming-simulation consists of 

a number of interconnected sub-games which represent various parts 

of the court system. These are: 

1. A policy negotiation arena consisting of an executive 
committee of the court surrounded by a number of actors 
intimately involved in the dperations of the court 
system called external forces. 

-5-
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2. A s~parate board wheie each major case type is processed. 
At this time, a board has b8en·created for felony cases 
and family law cases. Boards for juvenile delinquency 
and personal injury cases are under construct~on. Court 
personnel responsible for case scheduling and attorneys 
play at each board. 

3. A media role exists allowing the participants a commun
'ication device. 

4. A norming beard is present where the impact of the passage or 
failure of policies and the release of press statements 
on the court system is decided and quantified. 
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Case Processing Sub-Games 

A number of case processing sub-games are being built. At 

this time, the felony, the family law and the civil board are 

complete and in use. The juvenile board and the personal injury 

board will be built next and other boards only i~ time permits. 

There are three basic roles at each proce?s board. There 

is an assignment judge, an assistant court administrator and a 

variety of attorneys both private and institutional. These role 

descriptions are as follow.: 

... 
Role Descriptions 

ASSIGNMENT JUDGE - Under the direction of the Presiding Judge 
(PJ), the Assignment Judge (AJ) 'acts, on a rotating basis, 
as controller of the case calendar, as a motions and trial 
judge, and as plea and settlement negotiator with the attorneys.' 
In general he is responsible for the movement of case blocks 
from the time they are filed to their,eventual disposition. 
He is responsible to the PJ for the allocation of the court's 
resources and for recommendations on procedural and admin
istrative policy to the PJ and the policy board members. He 
will be aided by an assistant court administrator (AeA) , but 
the AJ has final authority. The court (AJ and ACA) receive 
points for the number of case blocks that are settled. These 
points may be used to acquire influence with the policy 
board members. 

ASSISTANT COURT ADMINISTRATOR - The ACA acts as a liaison 
between the Presiding Judge (PJ), the Assignment Judge (AJ), 
and the Court Administrator (CA). He also'interfaces with 
the County Clerk, the general body of trial judges, and other 
external forces at the policy board. He is responsible to 
the CA who can require the ACA to ana~yze the processing of 
cases, to make management studies, and generally assign 
various administrative duti~s. The ACA is also responsible 
to the AJ to provide immediate aid, advice, and communication 
concerning the £10\-7 of case blocks. The ACA is a stable 
figure in the court sys~em and is not considered a threat, 
except in cases where he has' exerted his role. to influence 
policy, behavior. 

-8-
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RED LAW FIRM - The red a~torney represents a prestigious law 
firm with a tremendous volume of cases. The firm itself is 
well established and deeply rooted in the Bar Association. 
The attorne's in this firm tend to be older, more conserva
tive in nat~re, and well known by the trial judges. There 
exists a Vf::..cy L,rb~ backlog of cases because of the lack of 
attorneys to handle the growing list of clients and cases. 
It is thought that this condition is by design rather than 
by chance. Because of the demands to interview clients 
and witnesses, research cases, prepare briefs, appear in 
court, and attend meetings of the Bar, time is the red 
attorney's scarcest resource. He must decide how to allocate 
his time amono the blocks of cases to which he has committed 

C> 

himself as counsel. 

BLUE LAW FIRM - The blue attorney represents a medium size 
law firm with a growing practice. The firm itself is growing 
in influence and is increasin~ly concerned with the court 
reform as younger attorneys enter the firm. There exists 
a large backlog of cases because of the lack of available 
attorneys. However, the backlog does not seem out of control 
yet and could be reduced with a committed effort on the 
part of the attorneys . 

Because of the demands to gain more cases, intervieW clients 
and witnesses, research cases, prepare briefs, appear in 
court, and occassionally attend meetings of the Bar, time 
is the blue attorney's scarcest resource. He must decide 
how to allocate his time among the blocks of cases to which 
he has committed himself as counsel. 

YELLOW LAW FIRMS - The yellow attorney represents a composite 
of small law firms, most, however, being single attorney 
practices. This composit contains a mixture of conservative 
and liberal attorneys; ones who have strong identification 
with the Bar and older judges; and ones who are oriented 
toward social acquaintances with judges and toward activities 
outside the realm of the Bar. The common bond of this group 
is the close management of their time and the number of 
caser. they handle. They usually have sufficient resources 
to handle the time demand from their case loads. However, 
time is still the yellow attorney's scarcest resource) 
because of the demand to interview clients and witnesses, 
research cases) prepare briefs, appear in court, and attend 
professional meetings. He must decide how to allocate his 
time among the blocks of cases to which he has committed 

himself as counsel. 

PUBLIC DEFENDER - This is a county-supported office and, 
therefore, is even more constrained in manpower than the 
private law firms. The public defender works through the 

-9-
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court analyst, an external force in the policy negotiations 
arena, to raise and influence issues of concern to the 
public defender's office and in, bringing his needs to the 
attention of the board of Supervi~ors. 

DISTRICT ATTORNEY - The DAs involved in the court process 
are trial attorneys working under the direction of the DA 
who operates as an external force in court policy negotiations. 
Instructions to the trial attorneys are dete,rmined by the 
policies of the politically-oriented DA. 

The Game Board 

These aspects ;of the ~0urt system are represented on process 

game boards which are basically flow charts depicting the various 

events and decision points which occur during the processing of 

that particular case type. These boards were created using flow 

charts originally produced for a judicial council study. They 

do not represent the act~vities in a~y one court but rather a 

composit of the operations in all the major California urban 

superior courts. 

These charts are m&de into operational game boards by 

supplying blocks for the a~location of court resources at every 

pIa c e w her e co u r tor j ti d get i men e ~ ds 'Eo b e all 0 cat 'e d • In addi-

tion, storage areas are supplied before each of these process 

points where pending cases are stored. These storage areas 

have two sections. One sect~on stores cases waiting'but not 

h h t " ta~ns those cases ~7hich have yet called and teat er sec lon can ~ 

been called (or calendared). 
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Case blocks representing groups of cases are pres~nt on the 

board lab initio.' In addition, new cases are introduced each 

round on a predetermined schedule which was derived by an analysis 

of the increase in filings for these case types in Orange County 

Superior ·Court. Each case blcck has two colored dots on it 

identifying the attorneys associated with that case block. 

Th urt ( ~ e the Ass~gnment Judge and the assistant court eco ~ .. , ~ 

administrator) have a certain number of court resources to deal 

with the case blocks coming into and through the system. These 

court resources are represented by columns of lego nubs of five 

different colors representing the time of the judge, ihe reporter, 

the clerk, the bailiff and the courtroom. 

Attcrney time is represented by simple colored lego pegs and 

corresponds to the courtroom time rather than total time. 

Attorneys have the task of allocating their time to the cases 

they are associated with. 

The resources availaqle to the court and attorneys can only 

be used in that particular round and they are replenished each 

round. The availability of the resources does vary somewhat 

during the game depending on policy developments, instructions 

by in-basket tasks and changes in game rules. 

It can be seen that the game is basically one which requires 

'the allocation of a scarce resource time. Both the attorneys 

~nd the court have this same basic problem b~i their d~cisions 

are made separately and do not necessarily correspond and support 

each other. 

-11-
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In passing through the total.process, ~ot all cases. follow 

the saue '-paths. Some~cases:.se·t·tle early' and others go to trial. 

Some have numerous motions and some have none, etc. We 

analy~ed statistics to establish the approximate percentages of 

cases proceeding through different steps of the process and ~hese 

figures were written on the decision points depicted on the board. 

In addition, a similar analysis was made of the ,time required to 

deal with these various events. These figures were used to govern 

the resource requirements at each stage which were also depicted 

on the board. 

Finally each disposition/settlement po~nt was allocated a 

payoff list for each attorney and the court. This payoff was 

generated by the game creators to reflect the roles generated 

for the individual attorneys. 

A picture of the family law board is enclased and flow charts 

for the various case types are available in the appendix. 

Game Play Sequence 

Sequencing of a typical round of the process game is as 

follows: 

(1) Policy Effects: Policy decision effects are applied 
to the proc es s bo ant variab Ie;:" Thes e effects are 
provoked by the actions of the policy negotiation 
board and are decided by the norming board (see later). 

(2) In-Basket Cards: An in-basket chance card is drawn 
and its effects are applied. This device is used to 
reflect the need to respond to events over which the 
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administrator has little direct control. The events can 
be either good or bad and they. can be utilized very 
effectively to orient the discussion towards certain 
specific areas, e.g., personnel, finance, public relations, 
research, etc. 

Typical chance cards are as follows: 

FAMILY LAW CHANCE CARDS 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Construction strike prevents any work on new judges 
chambers or on additional courtroom space for two 
rounds. 

New master calendar clerk appointed, thus causing 
problems in calendaring new cases. No cases can 
proceed past "FILE AT ISSUE HENan for one round. 

Two (2) trial judges attend state conve~tion. 
Lose two judges for one round. 

In move to support ~ropoied unionization of court 
employees, all court reporters go on strike for 
one round. 

d · 30%, Legislature eases standards for ivorce. . 
increase in cases entering Family La~ system for 
three rounds. 

FELONY BOARD CHANCE CARDS 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Wave of civil disturbances causes 20% increase in 
number of criminal cases entering criminal system 
for one round. 

United States Supreme Court tightens standards on 
search and ieizure. 10% more of criminal cases 
dismissed at preliminary hearing for one round. 

Yellow law firm cited for misconduct by Superior 
Court "Bench and Baril Committee. Lose one attorney 
time resource for two rounds. 

Calendaring problems in District Atto~neyls off~ce 
and County Clerk's office ~auses mass~ve.delay ~n 
setting dates for arraignment and for tr~al. No 
case blocks can proceed through those points for 
two rounds. (Computerized system~ could avert 
such problems.) 
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(3) New Case Blacks: The game directar enters new case 
blacks into. the fl.aw pracess. These numbers have 
been predetermined by analysi~ af filing changes in 
Orange County. ~ 

(4) Caurt Resaurce Allacatian: The AJ and the Assistant 
Caurt Administratar analyze each pracess pairlt's backlog 
and then allocate the court resaurces as they see fit. 

(5) Pre-Trial Settlement: The AJ and the attarneys discuss 
which cases can be settled out of court, given any 
constraints from the in-basket chance cards. Usually 
10% af cases can be settled by each attorney each 
raund. 

(6) Call the Calendar: The AJ \vill then "call" the number 
of case blocks he desires by moving them from the top 
of the RED backlog square to the HHITE square. 

(7) Attorney Time Allocation: Attorneys now allacate the 
required time blocks (representing their availability) 
to. the case blocks which they desire to move forward. 

(8) Court Processes Case Block~: The AJ now moves the 
case block off the white square through the process 
point to the next decision (yellow) or process square 
(red) . 

(9) Decision Case Block Direction: At a decision point the 
attorneys and the AJ decide how the case blocks are to 
proceed. The number af case blocks is set by the per
centage figure shown. Some decisian paints require a 
die roll to decide the direction of the case block; 

(Each of the' C2.se blocks in a round move from 
the red blocks to a white block, through a pro
cessand/or a yelloy] block and decision pai:tt, 
and finally to a red backlog square.) 

(10) Calculate Scores: Law firms and the court receive 
points for each case block disposed based upon vari-
able payoff rates as indicated at several points in 
the process. The law firms receive one additional 
point for each case block which is backlogged; however, 
the caurt does not receive such points. For the law 
firms, 100 points can be exchanged for one additional 
attorney resource peg £E one influence peg. The court 
receives anly one influence peg for each 100 points, 
separate scores and payoffs are kept at each process 
baard. An example of a· payoff sheet is included. 
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The.payoff is to represent monetary return from the 
bus1ness for private attorneys but this is not quite 
the same for institutionalized attorneys. Further 
eXamination of these numbering systems is probably 
in order. 

(11) Policy Di~cussion and Influence: Role players now 
allocate 1nfluence with the policy board members and 
make recommendations for new policies on prodedures 
and administration; 

(12) Round ends. 

.. 
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Discussion 

It can be seen that attorney time must be allocated and all 

necessary court resources must be provided for a case to proceed. 

If those,reqJirements are not met, the case block (an artifact 

representing a number of cases) is stored with other backlogged 

case blocks and must wait to proceed. This is a built-in 

calendaring procedure. It creates the scheduliig problems which 

all courts have to cope with. After all these requirements have 

been met, the case block moves through that point onto the next 

decision point where the appropriate percentages are ~pplied and 

then onto the next process point or out of the system completely . 

To effectively manage this process, one needs to understand 

the system in terms of the availability of resources (both court 

and attorney), the rules needed to govern the case mo~ement, 

the information needed to understand the performance of the pro-

cess and future requirements. These general areas have immense 

amounts of detail associated with them but the general concepts 

are fairly straight forward . 

The attorney's goal and that of the court administrators and 

assignment judges ,is to gain points by disposing of cases. Each 

round the ,number of cases dispos~d (at any point in the ptocess) 

affects each player's score. Some attorneys, however, gain more 

points for having cases disposed of early. Attorneys also gain 

points for the number of their cases on the process board in the 

backlog'storage areas. The court adminlstrator and assignment 

41 judge, on the other hand, lose points for backlogged cases. With • 
-20-' 
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their point scores, the players can gain influence to be used in 

the policy game, or the attorneys may choose to buy more time 

resources so they can handle more cases. Each case block can be 

coded· with the number of the round it entered the process, thus 

giving an indication of its reLative age, but this is not done 

unless the players so decide. 
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Policy Negotiations Sub-Game 

This part of the judicial administration game has been 

created by modifying a game of policy-negotiations orig~nally 

developed by Professor Fred Goodman of the University of Michigan. 

The decision making process of this game involves actors who have 

varying degrees of influence serving on an executive committee 

of a court of general jurisdiction. The committee consists of 

an elected presiding judge, three elected trial judges:, and a 

chief court administrator who is the head of the staff of assistant 

administrators at the process boards. The three judges represent 

three separate constituencies of trial judges who elect them. 

The constituencies are determined according to seniority order to 

the trial judges in the court. 

The objective of the players is to maximize their limited 

influence in the formulation of policy. The five players repre-

senting different constituencies, negotiate and use their influence 

for deter~ining the agenda, voting on issues, and influencing 

external social forces and their constituencies. 

Since influence is the currency of exchange for the deter-

mination of policy, the increase of influence is desirable. This 

may happen by the formation of coalitions, .but the legislative 

establishment of a policy that enhances a team's position, or by 

a favorable press headline. Influence may also be lost in these 

ways. 
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Play progresses in rounds. Each round is comprised of the 

bargaining and negotiating necessary t~ vote on the policy under 

consideration and to determine the next agenda item. Because the 

teams represent constituent groups, they are evaluated in terms 

of how well they have used their influence for the benefit of 

these groups. Periodic electioni are held with reelection more 

probably for those who have served their constituents well . 

Role Actors 

The role descriptions of these actors are as follows: 

The Presiding Judge theoreti~ally has the administrative 
power to run the court and "act as its chief spokesman. 
However, he is elected by a maiority vote of the entire 
body of trial judges so he holds his office at their will 
and pleasure. The man elected Presiding Judge is usually 
a compromise candidate. The power to dictat~ rules and 
supervise the Court Administrator represents the major 
role of the Presiding Judge, but any action he takes may 
be revoked by a majority of the trial judges. In the 
past some PJs have assumed they would serve only one 
term'and attempted many changes; others were satisfied 
simply with the status of the position and~ in the hope 
of reelection tried to antagonize none of their fellow 
judges. 

The Establishment Judge represents the judges in the 
court who are closely allied with the political power 
structure. These judges do not look at judging as a 
career, but rather as a reward for previous achievemeuts. 
Their main concern is in maintaining the status quo and 
in insulating judge~ from the pressures of the justice 
system. Thus, they only favor changes that will make. 
judges look good, or make life easier for him, or protect 
each judge's individual kingdom. Strong ties are main
tained between this group and the Bar Association elite. 
At one time, the Establishment Judge and his constituency 
ruled the court with an iron fist, bu~ this power has 
been eroding due to an influx of more reform-minded judges 
who have challenged their l~adership. 
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The Middle-of-the-Road Judge represents a small group of 
jurists who believe in rule by consensus rather than rule 
by edict. When the establishment judges were at their 
peak of power, they considered middle-of-the-road judges 
~s weaklings who had to be tolerated but could be easily 
19nored. As the schism between .th~ e~tablishment and 
avant-garde judges has grown, ~dderate 'ju~ges have begun 
to Elay a pivotal role within the court. They favor 
change which is deliberate and well planned, and they try 
to avoid controversies. 

The Avant-Garde Judge is the representative of a more 
diverse group politically and racially than the other 
two groups, and they view ju~ging as a full-time job. 
These jurists are impatient with the inability of the 
judicial system to respond adequately to the crises in 
the courts. They are aware of the trend towards new 
methods of court management and favor full development 
of these new ideas. The strength of this group has 
increased as establishment-oriented judges have b·een 
replaced, but their position within the court is 'in 
no way one of great strength. 

The Court Administrator is appainted by the Executive 
Committee with the consent,of the majority of the trial 
judges~ and he can be replaced in the same manner. H~ 

is supervised by the Presiding Judge but has'served in 
this position for only a short time and has yet to 
completely define his role. The establishment-oriented 
judges want the Court Administrator to have little 
independence while the avant-garde, young turks take an 
opposing view; but, to insure his survival, he tries to 
avoid taking sides. The Court Administrator would like 
more responsibility, but he is unwilling to gain this 
at the cost of his job. 

In addition to the players at the internal court Executive 
Committee table, there is a ring of players representing 
external policy determining forces representing legal 
and political influences. The external policy determining 
forces presently represented are: the County Clerk, a 
CAO analyst, the District Attorney and Bar Association, 
although other roles may be created later. A press 
representative is also present although his relationship 
is somewhat special. 
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The role definitions of these external forces are as follows: 

The District Attorney is elected ~n a non-partisan basis. 

This office has been used traditionally as a springboard for 
many important political careers. The D.A. has taken strong 
stands for law and order and against liberal treatment of 
offenders by the courts. In turn, his office is often accused 
of being a mere training program for potential defense lawyers 
and a major cause of criminal court delay. At present, the 
D.A. is concerned about maintaining his power. base, assuring 
his reelection, and guaranteeing he gets the necessa~y 
resources for his pet projects. 

Bar Association membership is voluntary for attorneys. For 
many years the Association was nothing but a social club 
for the large law firms in the county. Its Board of Governors 
is still controlled by members from these firms. In recent 
years, as criticisms of the legal profession h~ve increased, 
the Bar has begun to become more active in court reform. Its 
major problem has been to get the courts to take it seriously 
and confer with it wh~n formulating various changes.' 

The Court Analyst is the member,of the County Administrative 
Officer's (CAO'i s ) staff vlho has the court liaison assignment. 
His responsibility is to monitor the court's financial and 
personnel requests and actions. His recommendations to the 
Board of Supervisors are seldom, if ever, reversed. The 
Court Analyst has had this position for .many years and is 
completely loyal to the interests of the Board, which, of 
course, are concerned with minimizing the impact of taxes 
on their constituents and, hence, with minimizing budgetary 
expenses, especially for less visible public benefits. 
The 'Court Analyst vie~',s himself as an efficiency expert. 

The County Clerk is elected to his position. 

His office is supposedly a non-partisan one,but it is no 
secret that each clerk favors the pplitical party of his 
choice. The Clerk's position is considered to have more 
status than a judgeship because it has responsibilities in 
many areas of county government as well as the court 
calendar. The Clerk tries to keep the Board of Supervisors 
happy, but this is difficult because of political consider
ations. His main interest is in maintaining the technical 
quality of records and the size of his empire. 

The ne"7S media representatives monitor. both the political 
arena and process of the court and acts as the voice of the 
community. The time and pressure of the m~dia may be 
brought by any participant in the court environment. The 
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mediats power lies in an understanding of where and how 
the important decisions are being made. The media's influ
ence is exercised by mobilizing p~blic and private opinion 
for or against an issue, in raising issues for decisions, 
in exerting pressure through news announcements. 

Policy Issues 

The Executive Committee deals with two types of policy issues: 

process issues that affect the court playing 'board process by 

alteting parameters such as the availability of various court 

resources, speed of case flow, and probability of cases settling 

before trial; o~her internal issues of the court that ~re of a 

type that does not affect court process but which may have less 

tangible impact on the court's functioning and societal image, 

e.g., offering a telephone alert option of jurors, tightening 

courtroom security, installing a pool table in the judges' lounge. 

The process and internal issues may be adopted or rejected by 

the direct action of the five players at the Executive Committee 

tab le. 

The participants are supplied with a number of priming issues 

which are used to get the process started and to enable the 

mechanics of the game to be learned. ~hese policy !ssues are 

taken from actual situations occurring in local courts. They 

are given a number for easy identification. 

A 1 Conciliation Court 

Establish a Conciliation Court, sup~rvised by the Presiding 
Judge, to provide marriage counseling to all parties filing 
divorce actions who voluntarily agree to be counseled. 
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It is estimated that one-half of all divorce judgments might 
be avoided if the parties received counseling. The proposal 
before the Executive Committee is to have the Court Adminis
trator plan, organize, and staff a Conciliation Court which 
would ,be supervised by the Presiding Judge. 

In general, a Conciliation Court consists of marriage 
counselors employed by the court to help resolve the 
problems which lead to the filing of a complaint. The 
parties are ordered to Conciliation Court if, at their first 
court appearance, they express willingness to undergo 
couseling. The case is then postponed pending outcome of . 
this alternative . 

A 2 Legal Research Assistant 

Obtain authorization from the Board of Supervisors for a 
position of Legal Research Assistant. He will assist any 
judge as needed and will be assigned by the Presiding Judge. 

One suggestion forgiving judges more time to spend on the 
bench is to provide them with legal research assiitants. 
These people, trained in legal research, would do the 
research many judges claim,demands so much' of their time. 

A 3 Standards for Plea Negotiations 

Regulate participation of judges in plea negotiations. There 
has been a great controversy over plea bargaining of late. 
This is the process whereby a defendant promises to plead 
guilty if the District Attorney will promist to charge him 
with a lesser offense and ask for a lesser penalty. In 
response to th;~ problem, the Executive Committee is consi
dering adopting the following court rules: 

1. Plea negotiations should'be conducted by attorneys 
for the prosecution and the defense without the 
participation of the judge. The judge should not 
recommend any disposition until he has considered 
a pre-sentence report. However, the District 
Attorney may recommend a disposition to the court, 
which should be made in open court on the record. 
If, after reviewing the pre-sentence report, the 
judge refuses the recommendation of the District 
Attorney in any respect, the defendant should be 
allowed to withdraw his guilty plea and proceed 
to trial. 
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2. 

3. 

If a judge does engage in plea mediating, he should 
not preside over the hearing of any pre-trial 
motions or over the trial of any case in which he 
has been involved in plea discussions. 

At the conclusion of any plea mediating session which 
has resulted in agreement by the parties, the judge, 
in the presence of counsel, should di~tate to the 
court reporter for inclu&ion in the official court 
records a summary of the conditions and terms that 
have been agreed upon. 

B 1 Courtroom Security 

Request Board of Supervisors to authorize funds for a 
communications system to provide security for court, judges, 
defendants, witnessei s and spectators. 

Most courts were built at a time when the presence of a 
bailiff Has sufficient security. The. recent wave··of court 
bombings and trial disruptions has led. to th~ reev.aluation 
of the adequacy of many court security systems. 

The Executiv'e Committee has before it a proposal to include 
in its budget a request for the installation of a communi
cations system to provide security for the court and to 
protect the lives of judges, defendants, witnesses, and 
spectators. The system would be capable of alerting law 
enforcement personnel in nearby courtrooms without sounding 
an alarm Hhere the emergency is. The system's implementa
tion would be overseen by the Court Administrator. 

B 2 Pool Table 

Install pool table in judgeE' lounge. In the wake of attacks 
on some judges, many members of the bench 'tvould prefer to·, ' 
stay in the courthouse during lunch hours. A lounge helps 
this goal but many judges would like recreational equipment 
so they can relax in the style to which they are ~ccustomed. 

B 3 New Continuance and Settlement Plan 

Implement a new program of mandatory settlement conferences 
prior to trial, requiring written motion for continuances 
and allowing continuances only in an emergency. 
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Many critics of delay in ·the courts claim that 60% of all 
civil cases are delayed as a matter of strategy rather than 
as a matter of necessity. It had been proposed that the 
Executive Committee phase in a new program with the following 
elements: 

1. A civil trial will be postponed only in an emergency. 

2. The only way to seek continuance of a trial setting 
or pre-trial conference will be by a written motion 
with notice to the other parties, supported by a 
written affidavit or declaration. 

3. A settlement conference will be held three weeks 
before each scheduled tri~l. 

The new procedure is expected to eliminate the present con
tinuation of six out of ten scheduled trials. And the com
bination of a settlement conference three weeks prior to a 
certain trial is expected to increase the number of cases 
settled. 

B 4 Court Time Coordinator 

Assign to the Court Administrator the task cr coordinating 
and minimizing dead court time. 

Visitors to courts often express dismay at the number of 
empty courtrooms. This is due, in part, to last minute 
settlements and shorter-than-scheduled trials. If someone 
could keep tabs on the availability of courtrooms, this 
dead time ~roblem might be resolved. 

It is proposed that the Executive Committee designate the 
Court Administrator, under supervis{on of the Presiding 
Judge, as Court Coordinator. His new duty will be to arrange 
use of court resources that become available through a 
shorter-than-anticipated disposition of a scheduled case. 

C 1 Coordination of Judicial Vacations 

Give the Court Administrator and Presiding Judge authority 
over allocation of judges' vacations and time spent at 
conventions and conferences. 

Traditionally, judges take their vacations at approximately 
the same time each year. Attorneys, realizing tilat most 
judges are away, likewise take their vacations at these 
times. The results are several weeks of minimum activity 
in the cour t. 
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Wi~h the goal of maximizing the use of all available judges 
and attorneys, it has been suggested that the Court Adminis
trator be given authority to determine when judges may take 
their vacations and have days off· for conferences snd conven
tions. His decisions would be made only after consultation 
with and approval by the Presiding Judge. 

C 2 Unification of Courts 

Adopt official position in favor of legislation to unify all 
local courts, unify county/city/district attorneys, consoli
date the positions of clerk and bailiff, place court-related 
duties of the county clerk under the court administrator, and 
shift costs of financing to state. 

The Executive Commi.ttee has accepted an invitation by the 
State Legislature to send a representative to testify on 
SB 1. The bill has the following provisions: 

1. 

2. 

Unify all justice, m~nicipal, and superior courts 
into five judicial regions. Each region will have 
an Administrative Judge appointed by the Chief Justice 
of the State Supreme Court; 

Consolida~e the functions of bailiff and clerk in 
the ne\o] sys tem; 

3. Place the court duties of the County Clerk under 
the Court Administrator; 

4. Unify the offices of city, county, and district 
attorneys for each~ounty; and' 

5. Transfer all costs of court administration to the 
state except for capital costs for court ~aci1ities. 

The commit~ee has appointed a judge not presently on the 
committee to present the court's position, and it must now 
decide whether to support the provisions of the bill. 

C 3 New Probation Policy 

Sentence all first and second offeriders to probation (except 
in murder cases) pending action by Board of Supervisors to 
improve jail conditions. 

The County Jail was built in 1910 for a maximum capacity of 
300. It now holds 710 inmates on an avera&e day, and last 
year had 36 reported forcible rapes, 10 murdera, and 17 
suicides. The Board of Supervisors has promised to alleviate 
this condition for several years but nothing has been done. 
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It has been proposed thai the Superior Court adopt a policy 
of sentencing all first and second .offenders to probation 
(except in murder cases) until some action is taken. The 
Executive Committee must vote on whether to issue a policy 
order to all Superior Court Judges encompassing this proposal. 

D 1 ~omputerized Calendaring System 

IBsue before Board of Supervisors: Request of County Clerk 
for funds for a computerized calendaring system in Superior 
Court. It has been suggested that computerization of the 
court calendaring process would save much time that is 
expended under the manual method. Others have claimed that 
computerized calendaring enables each court to be occupied 
100% of the time and provides valuable management information. 
These claims have yet ~o be substantiated in existing systems. 

The County Clerk presently has responsiblity for the court 
calendar. He has requested funds'in next year's ~udget to 
provide for a computerized calendaring system in the 
Superior Court~ The request does not specify the type of 
system to be used, its on-going costs, or any court controls 
over the system. 

D 2 Informaiion Program 

Issue before Bar Association: Request court to set up 
centralized information and education service in the Court 
Administrator's offic3. 

Many judges and court personnel often complain abou~ unpre
pared and ill-informed attorneys who waste valuable time 
and add to the problems of delay. Some members of the Bar 
believe the proposed information system will speed up the 
court's work by disseminating, through special notices and 
legal publications, information about court innovations and 
changes in existing procedures. 

Creation of Ne';" Issues _ 

The following procedure is used for placing neW issues on 

the agenda. 
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1. Any player may write a proposed policy on a form 
supplied for that purpose. 

2. The author gives it to the norming board (see later). 

3. The norming board determines: 

a. Whether the poliCY is normable as stated (if it 
is not, the policy author should restate the 
issue). 

b. The historical propensity of the issue to pass 
or fail. 

4. Norming board gives the new issue to the director of 
the policy negotiations game. 

5. During the end-of-round activities, the game director 
assigns an I.D. number to the issue and ppsts it. 

6. The Executive Committee members and external forces 
may then allocate influence to raise the issue to 
a vote or to keep the issue off the agenda', 

. .~. 
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• Date: 

• PROPOSED POLICY 

Policy Statement: 

• 

• Backzround Information (Optional Section): 

• 

Role of roUe", Author: 

• His~oricnl Propensity, (Assigned by Norming Board): 

ID No. (AE;signe:d by CD.me Director): 

• 
Disposition: 

Posted for agenda consideration o 
• Not normable. Returned by norming board 

Retu:rned by Executive Committee fo~ clarification D 
• 
0) 

8/21/72 
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Game Pl~y Sequence 

The play of the game requires the allocation of the limited 

resource of influence. Each of the judges, including the presiding 

judge, begins with a certain amount of influence and, a specific 

amount of authority (prestige) is granted him by the trial judges. 

Throughout the game, little cylindrical-pegs represent units of 

influence. The prestige levels r~late to the odds of being 

reelected through the roll of a die. The Court Administrator's 

authority level relates to the odds of being retained in his position . 

The Executive Committee members distribute their influence 

pegs on their own individual boards illustrated in the enclosed 

photograph and schematic. They can do the following things: .. 
1. Vote for or against the issue which has been brought 

up for consideration in this round. 

2. Allocate influence to rai~e other issues to a vote 
or to keep other issues off the agenda. 

3 .. Allocate influence to increase their prestige amongst 
their constituency. 

4. Store influence with external forces. 

·" .... :i.: 

In ord~r for an issue to pass, there must be at least twice 

as many influence pegs cast 'for it as against it. A similar ratio 

is required to defeat an issue and all other ratios result in 

tabling the issue. 
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SCHEMATIC OF THE PLAYING BOARD 

::". of:'an' " 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE JUDGE 

-------------------------------------------------~-~--------~-~--~---Fe±a- • 

for 
itJl.luC 

'. 

against 
issue 

. ' 

your 
PlTcatiec 

• 

• 

-----------_._---------------, ..... ) .. 

PLACE GRAY nOARD 
HERE 

'--" '--- .. __ .. - .... -.~-- .. -..... -.-.... ---~---
'1'0 uy tu g(~ l: MI I.tJ/lue on tho 1;~;··~t_;;y···t-;~1~~;,~1;-·~·n i;~~~~;:;f:f:-tl;·(\-, -, 
llgcn<1ll, put pcgl.! in the - agcnul.l, put per,u in thc -
npproprintc position, c.8., appropriato pooition, a.g., A-I, 
A-1, C-5, etc. C .. S, cCc. 

o 
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T~e external forces have their own playing boards but these 

are different from those used by the Executive Committee. 

These individuals receive a certain number of influence nubs 

(usually 3) at the beginning of the play session which they can 

use in the same way as 'Executive Committee members. In addition, 

they have storage blocks where committee members may store 
. 

influence nubs for use in the future. These nubs can be allocated 

for votes on issues on request of·the storing party or they may 

be confiscated by the external force should he feel neglected by 

the committee member. 

Finally the external forces'have a number o~ blo~k delay 

nubs·which can be used to delay implementation of issuss. 
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SCHEMATIC GF TRE PLAYING BOARD 
OF AN EXTERNAL FORCE 

• 
These external forces can petform activities 1 through 6 by 

placing influence pegs on their own playing boards. 

1. Exercise influence for or against the issue under 
consideration in this round. 

• ----------------------~-----------------~---------~--~-----~-~--Fe±&------ e 2. Allocate influence to raise other issues to a 
vote or to keep other issues off the agenda. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

l: ",'1\. I""\.. 

,.t:II·'~'·';.u:: • 

~y,,"t , I \~":"'''q~ 

• j \"01'.' 

• 

• 

'. 

.~. ______________________ ~i ~~----~----------------------

fo'c 
iCHlUu 
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3. Allocat~".influence to increase their prestige 
amongst their constituency. 

4. Allocate influence to bolster the prestige of an 
Executive Committee member. 

5. trade white influence pegs for red ones to decrease 
the prestige of an Executive Committee member. 

6. Decide, if the issue under consideration in this 
round is passed by the Executive Committee, whether 
they have the power to delay implementation. If any 
other external force also has the power, you may need 
to persuade that external Zorce to cooperate in your 
effort to delay implem~ntation. 

During the total round devoted to a consideration of this 

issue, a number of interactions are possible and indeed desirable. 

These include the following: 

Executive ~orumittee members ruay discuss the issue 
and future issues. among themselves. 

ECM's may discuss the issue and future issues with 
the external forces individually or by inviting 
appropriate external forces to a Committee meeting. 

EF's may want to assess the impact that future 
issues will have on their agencies. 

Any EF who then wishes to present his point of 
view in a Committee meeting should be allowed a 
few minutes to do so. 

ECM's and external forces may visit "the court process 
board, confer with their staff members about problems 
in the process, and formulate policies that will solve 
the problems. 
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At the end of a round, the game director performs a number 

of different activities. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7 • 

8, 

9 • 

Game director (GD) tallies influence which has been 
allocated to increase prestige of ECM's. 

GD tallies influence which has been allocated for and 
against bringing agenda items to a vote. 

GD tallies influence for and against the issue voted 
on during the immediately preceding discussion round. 

If the issue passes, the norming board reads the effects. 
Rationales will be presented during the debriefing when 
there will be time for discussion. 

Any player may challenge the norming at any time before 
the end of the game-playing session by writing on a 
pink, ch alleng e s li'p h is name and th e id en tify i ng coordin-
ates of the issue. ' 

The ECM's transfer to the EF's the influence they wish 
to store with them. ... 

Any new issue to be introduced must be ready for posting 
at this point, i.e., the norming board must have approved 
the wording and det~rmined a historical propensity. 

The news media announced all items that have, by this 
time, been normed and paid for (see later). 

A new discussion round starts when the GD distributes 
influence to the ECM's and EF's. 

External issues can be pl~ced on the agenda by the external 

forces. They can be influenced by the five Executive Committee 

members; but the Committee does not have the final, sole decision 

on them as it does on the internal and process issues. The external 

issues are subject to approval or rejection by'a larger community in 

something like a voting procedure. 
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Elections 

The elections take place at regular intervals as decided by 

the game director. The election of the Policy Committee centers 

on two key components of the game: 1) the level of prestige 

each of the policy members has with his constituency; and 2) the 

level of support he has with the other ro:e players in the game. 

A combination of these two variable constitutes his defeat or 

reelection according to the following formula: 

Level of X% of Total No. 
Prestige (%) plus of Game Players 

1 or 17% plus 8 4;~ or X votes equals 
) 101% 2 or 34% plus 67% or X votes equals 

3 or 50% plus 51% or X votes equals >needed 
II or 67% plus 34% or X votes equals ) to be 
5 or 84% plus 17% or X votes equals reelected 
6 or 100% plus 1% or > 2 votes equals 

For example, a player at level 4 (which represents a 67% 

chance of being reelected) in a game with 25 players needs 9 

players votes (which is 34% of the player electorate) to be 

reelected. A player may not vote for himself and a player at 

" 
level 6 must receive at least 2 votes to provide some change 

factor in his reelection effort. The theory of this election 

procedure is one which recognizes the players ability to build 

his prestfge by voting on policy according to his constituent's 

needs, as well as, through his beha~ior in gaining support 

from various other role players. 
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Ne'Y7s Stories 

Any player may request the news media representative to 

announce a news item, or the news representative may develop a 

story on his own initiative. The media, however, must pay the 

director of the policy negotiations game one influence peg for 

each item to be announced. 

1. The news story must be written in a'few sentences. 
on the form for that purpose. 

2. The media representative takes the story to the 
norming board. 

3. The norming board ~ssigns a number to the story 
and determines the impact of the story on. the 
par~icipants and on the court process. 

4. The norming board gives the completed norm sheets 
and news story form to the directdr of the policy 
negotiations game. 

5. The news media representative pays t~e dire~tor 
of the negotiations game one. i.nfluence peg to 
make each announcement during the end-of-round 
activities. 

An example of a newspaper headline is given below together 

with a rationale for the impact which might pe expected from 

its publication. 

NEWSPAPER HEADLINE #3 

lIPERSONAL INJURY TREADMILL GROWS" 

A study just completed by the League of Women voters indicates 

that it is taking longer to try personal injury cases in Superior 

Court. The study found lawyer's fees increasing while the number 

of continuances granted per ease has risen an average of 6% each 

year over the past 3 years. 
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RATIONALE 

This kind of headline would reflect poorly on the leadership 

of the court and on the Bar Association. The result would be calls 

for immediate steps to remedy the situation which would increase 

the propensity for passage of many related issues. 

.. 
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• 
The three members-of the norming board are responsible for 

deciding the effect the passage and/or failure of issues will 

• have upon the total arena, i.e., both process boards and the 

policy environment. This role is an extremely important one as 

it deals with the most central issues of the court's operations. -. As such, the players have heavy responsibility not to be frivolous. 

In return they get one of the best learning experiences for a 

future administrator. 

• The game creators have normed the results of passage or 

failure of the policy issues originally supplied to the policy 

board. An example of this work is supplied for the policies 

A-I, Establishment of a Conciliation Court. Similar profiles 

have been established for each of the priming policies. 

• 

• 

• 

• I 
! 
! 
, ' 

• 

INTERXAL ISSUE A-I (N) 

CONCILIATION COURT 

It is estimated that one-half of all divorce judgements 

might be avoided if th~ parties received counseling. A 

proposal is before the Executive Committee to have the Court 

Administrator -'- -'-to set up a Conc ~l~ation Court which would be 

supervised by the Presiding Judge. 

, . C ~ ~ ts of marriage In general, a Conciliatlon our~ cons-,-s ~ 

counselors employed by the court to help resolve the problems 

~. hId to rhe filing of a complaint. \vhlC, ea _. The pa;rties are 

ordered to Conciliation Court if, at their fi~st court 

appearance, they express willingness to und~rgo counseling. 

The case is then postponed pending outcome of this alternative. 



• • 
ment a<1d t'lOulci take most of the credit for its passage. 

ISSUE A 1 RA.TIm!ALE (CO~CILI1\TIO~~ COlIRT) SUPC·.:"ViS01"S I Court Anal~/st (1' - 1,1 -2 ) - Givei:1 the additio:1ai 

• resources necessary to establish the net" court, the. Analyst Hould strongly 
PASS 

lobby against this issue given his job of keeping grot"th at' a !;linir..urn. 

• 
COUL"t Administrator (p +- I, I + ~) - The Court Adrainistrator would 

benef'it froUl passage of this issue because he would be given the • 
The passage of this issue "'ould cast serious doubt on his ability to 

convince the court of the need to hold dmm spe:.\nding. 
responsibility of administering this new decision of the court. 

PROPE~;S ITIES 

Presiding Judp;e (P + 1, I +1·) - Although the Presiding Judge would 

probably r~~ain neutral on this issue unless there was a domestic 
• A 2 Lc[!al Research Assistant (1 R) - tV-ito the anount of resources nect:!ssary 

relations caseload crisis in the court, its passage, by virtue of 
to establish a conciliation .court, this issue, as well as others, would 

• its adding to the scope of his overall authority, would add to his 
probaaly have to take a lover priority for a ,,,hile. 

• 
influence. The court's 't'7illingness to provide conciliation counselors B 4 Court Time Coordinator (1 H) - Conceivably, felver divorce trials 

to the public would increase the P.J. 's prestige. lvoulcl o.ccur ,vith the passage of this issue) thereby increasin8 available 
.... 

judicial tima and creating a greater need for a Court Time Coordinator. 
Establishment Jud~ (P - 2, I - 1) - This judge I s constituents want 

more j uages rather than marriage counselors. .They do not believe this 
D 2 Pool Ta~le (1 R) - See A 2. 

, 

• function belongs to the courts. TIley do not want needed resources .. C 2 Unification of Courts (+ I W~By passing this issue, the Exec~tive 

put in areas other than those that will imnediately benef.it them. The 
COUl.~ittt:!e indicated that i.t is in favor of a flexible court structure 

defeat of his strong stand here would severely hurt his chances of 
capable of initiating change. It may thus be an indication of things to 

• re-cl~ction and reduce his influence. • corne, particularly the backing of a complete renovation of the judicial 

Middle of the Road Judge (P +- 1) I + 1) - Being well-aHare of the crises in 
systeu:. 

• 
judicial administration, this judge and his constituents are willing to 

• C 3 N'e;'T Probation Polisz. (.;. 1 H) - A Conciliation Court represents a 

try netq approaches and would probably favor a trial run of a concilia-
concern for ,,,hat are essentially social probl~'1ls. The court appe"rs to 

tion court. Thus its passage ,",ould add to his influence and prestige. 
be re~ognizing that it cannot ignore the. social implications of court 

• Avant-Garde Jud?~ (P -:- 1, I + 1 ~ - This judge and his con5tituency believe • actions and must play an active role in relevan't areas. Hhat happc<1s to 

the court must help resolve conflict~ in any way possible, including a r;1an in jail represents one of these social areas which !;lay be positively 

through a conciliation court. He ,vould argue strongly for its establish- affected by passage of the Conciliation Court. 

• -47- • -48-
(A 1) 
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------------------ -

(Pass Propensities Continued) 

D 2 InfoITlation Pro)~rD.in (+ 1 H) - l'lith more innovations occurring, this 

kind of progr~tT, \ol'Ould be of increasing relevance and have a greater 

propensity to pass. 

" 

(A 1) 
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FAIL 

Establishment Jud~e (P + 1, I + 1) - In light of his constituency's 

traditional resistance to most chnngcs, the failure of this issue \lould 

definitely enhance this judge's prestige and influence. 

Avant-Garde Judge (p - 1, I -1) - This judge's· involvement in this 

issue ,V'Ould be great enough that he ,.,il1 lose some support from his 

constituency if the issue fails. 

Supervisors' Court Analyst (P + 2) - Since the analyst's main job is to 

hold costs do\m) the failure of this issue ,vould be a big boos t to his 

prestige. 

Note: Bar Association's interest Hould depend on actual purpose of 

Conciliation Court which are not stated here; i.e., it might support or 

oppose it depending upon its potential effects on attorney incomes, etc. 

PRO?ZNSITIES 

C 2 Unifiention of Courts ( -+ 1 R) - The failure of this issue may 

indicate a strong ccono,""y move or a vote for the status quo. In either 

casc, the lLl.rge scale changes required by unific8.tion ,YOuld pro"bably gain 

a negative historical propensity under these circumstances. 

C 3 ~~ei'i Probation Policv (+ 1 R) - Hany judges believe that the courts 

cannot try to tell other govcrruilent units hm.; to behave or try to regulate 

how society treats defend~nts. Those judges of this persuasion likewise 

believe that fnmily mat ters should be treated by the court only in the 

context of a form.s.l divorce case. Their vie~'7 prevailing on the Concilia-

tion Court ,""auld indicntc n negative historical trend for'this issue too. 

-50-
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New issues arriving at the norming board either from the 

Executive Committee, the external forces or the press are first 

screened to ascertain their normability as stated. Once the issue 

is accepted as normable, the norming panel has at least three 

game rounds to decide what the impact will be if the issue passes 

or fails. 
""'" 

In addition, ·they willbe working'on-all issues that 

are brought to the agenda in order to have ready an impact 

statement once an issue is resolved. 

In some cases, however, they do not have the same, notice of 

the need for norming. In those cases when negotiation at the 

committee results in a modified issue, the norming board receives 

. only one game round to calculate the impact. Thus, the committee 

may agree to pass or fail a modified issue. They handle this 

by delaying the vote until next round while they go on to resolve 

the next issue on the agenda. 

The norming board norms issues by filling in the two forms 

supplied for that purpose. One form addresses the impact on the 

process boards and the other form addresses impact on the policy 

arena. Copies are enclosed. 

Division of work is the responsibility of the members of the 

• 
norming board. They may agree to specialize on particular types 

of issues ~r deal with issues completely on a random basis or 

as a group. Whatever the method of choice, this group must be 

ready to announce the .results of policy decisions at the end of 

each round. 
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Total Game Summary-

Game Introduction. Introduction to the game play is an 

important component of a successful exercise. This is especially 

true when one is trying to learn about a system as complex as the 

court system. Cons eq uen t ly, we have been e,xp erimen ting wi th the 

best mode of presentation. In doing so; we have been guided by 

the following principles: 

1. 

2. 

That the participants have an opportunity to choose 
their own roles and to think about the type of 
relationships they will have and the issues they 
feel strongly about. 

That the participants begin to play the game as 
soon as possible using the minimum amount of in
formation about the game mechanics. They ~ould 
then be exposed to the increased complexity of 
the game once they understood the 'basics and, were 
able to cope with the increased complexity. 

Game Play. We have found that at least 3/4 of a day is 

required for a good presentation of this game. Of this time, 

approximately 50% is spent in game play and the other 50% .. 

is spent in debriefing the play. In addition, it has proven 

important to arrange for at least 4 rounds each day and preferably 

double that number. In this way, the process boards quickly 

discover the type of problems that befall them and the policy 

board begins to feel the pressures of decision making under time 

pressures. 

At the present time, each game board plays on its own time 

schedule; al though, we do encourage the plClyers to complete 

roughly the same number of rounds at each board; It is important 
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t hat the pol icy boa r d h a v e a s'h 0 r t per i 0 d 0 f tim e (5 min ute s ) f <0 r 

accounting purposes and interaction between t~e boards is curtailed 

at that time. At all other times, discussions between participants 

is possible. At the end of the policy round, the play is stopped 

for announcement b'! the norming board of effects of changes. 

The play of che game is preferably dealt with by having a 

game director at each board with an overall director guiding the 

total action. 

Players receive feedback about how well they are playing the 

game in several ways. They can see the affects of their decisions 

on the court process boards; the Court Administrator a~ the Execu-

tive Committee table and his staff at the process boards function 

as a team and share the points earned at the board for ~educing 

delay; similarly, the judges at the table and the assignment judges 

at the boards function as a team with a common goal and common 

score. From the point of view of the individual player, there are 

several alternative ways of considering a same a success. He may 

consider himself successful if the issues he wanted to see passed 

were in fact passed, and those he wanted defeated were defeated. 

He might consider himself successful if his influence had increased 

during the game. A judge might consider a rise in this prestige 

level as an indictor of success; the Court Administrator might look 

upon increased authority as a token of success. Or a player might, 

if he wishes, think of reelection or retention of his position as 

the only measure of his success in the game. 

o 
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The use of a policy negotiations game model not only prompts It is also important to us that the students themselves get 

• students to pra~tice the negotiation process, but also requires the opportunity to decide on the direction of policy changes and 

them to examine the substance of many kinds of issues pertaining the results of these changes. This is because students learn 

to court administration and to the consequences of their policy best when they feel a need to learn. This game is designed to 

• decisions. When an issue is voted upon, its passage or failure • expose them to steadily increasing degrees of complexity as they 

affects many other interrelated elements in the game. The initial feel comfortable with it. This way it should challenge them 

issues on the agenda have been normed in the game director's matrix over a ,long period of time. In addition, it is fair to state 

• • so that after the votes are talli~d the conseq~ences can be read that the state of the court is such that it is presently impossible 

out and the game parameters adjusted.' This emphasizes the com- to lay out.in detail how an efficiently operating court should 

p1exities of the r~lationships between internal and external issues be running. The situation will vary tremendously depending upon, 

• • Bnd the court's processing of cases. Norming also determines the the myriad of factors in anyone court. 

influence on the political arena. The propensities of other issues Deb riefing. Debriefing is a tremendously importarit part 
... 

to pass, probability of reelection of the judges and of job of this total exercise and as such, generally should take as long 

retention for the Court Administrator, prestige and irif1uence levels as the actual play. Th is is the t 1me Hh c,n d 1 s C USB :i.,on and analy sis 

of the Executive Committee members and the capacity of each ex- of the court system takes place. 

• ternal and societal force to exercise influence are all addressed This session is generally handled by the game director but it 

in this process. has proven extremely valuable to have one or more experts present 

It is important to point out that the game is designed in during game play in order to explore one or more of the areas in 

• such a way that the initial format is nothing more than a starting detail. This enables the discussion to emphasize and deemphasize 

peint. It is intended that the game will change with time and that specific areas in order to cover the variety of important practice 

it will be not only an opportunity to experiment with different areas while still relating the discussion to the framework of the 

• policies and procedures but also a way to collect more and more court system. 

sophisticated information about the wa~ the court actually operates The game director gUides the discussion into major areas of 

in practice. importance by asking the participants about what happened during 

• their play of the game. These areas ~ould relate to the action 

-56':" of a process board, the type of behavibr exhibited by individuals, 
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the interactions at the policy board, the substance of the policy provide feedback to the students on how they perform in stlch 

\ • proposals, etc. This discussion is also an opportunity • situation. Court budget preparation and staff reorganization are 

to discuss less tangible value oriented issues which generally are other examples of exercises for functional skill development. 

difficult to game. For instance, we have no individual cases in We anticipate that we will utilize this debriefing session in 

• this system and many decisions in the real world relate to specifics • the future to supply manuals of articles, references, etc., which 

of a case. How is justice represented? What happens if judges make deal in more detail with the issues brought out by the game. These" 

decisions based on the desire to maximize their golf time rather manuals are presentJy under development. In addition, we hope that 

• than solve court problems? What happens if the DA decides that • the students themselves will be a~ding in this development by 

he wants to clog the system either to insure his reelection or as choosing a topic for their public adminisiration research assign-' 

.... 
a tactic to bring about change? ment which relates dire~tly to the problems in judicial adminis-

• At this time, the game players have an opportunity to challenge • tration brought out by the game. 

the norming decisions made during the game. This not only supplies Termination. At the end of the day, the status of the 

a fail-safe mechanism to prevent irr"'ational norming boards from various boards is recorded on a form designed for that purpose. 

destroying the game but also an opportunity to discuss in detail This enables us to begin the next round without the risk of loss 

the complexity of the interactions involved in court operations. of continuity. 

In some inBtances, the game director will have presented in- The game directors also meet after the session and record in 

• basket tasks to game players which will have had to be accomplished • a manual the history of what took place during that session and 

during the day. These wor~s can th~n be presented during this changes (if any) which resulted. In this way, we hope to preserve 

debriefing period. In some instances, this can be made a major a total history of the game. 

• activity in the form of a STEP (Sdpplemental Training Exercise • 
Program) whereby the players step out of the main game to take 

• time to practice particular skills. For example, the Court Admin-

• • istrator and Presiding Judge may receive in their in-baskets a 

request to be interviewed by a reporter from a local television 

• station. Video tape can be employed to rec~rd the interview and 

• o G 
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Conclusion 

In describing this gaming-simulation, it is important to point 

out that our goal is to rapidly transmit the true nature of court 

administration to the participants. The game has no meaning in 

its own right. It can be viewed more as a language or means of 

communication about complex systems and it will be successful only 

if it transmits a truer and far faster understan~ing of the system 

than can be conveyed by more conventional means. We believe that 

this game is already successful by those measures. We hope to 

make it even more so. 

In the coming year, we will be refining the procedures presently 

utilized in the exercise. Special attention will be paid to the 

attorney pay-off matrices, the methods of introducing the game a~d 

the integration of the game with· the· s'ub-j-e·ct. mat.ter o.f- the courses 

through the chance cards and research assignments. 

A number of other process boards will be created reflecting 

the operations in juvenile, personal injury and other specialized 

depa"!:"tments . 

A history of the development of the game over a one year 

period will be produced and manuals of materials dealing with 

significant administrative areas will be developed. 
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1'valuations 

The gaming-simulation had it's first full-scale test run during the 
13th and 14th of June 1972 at the Institute for Court Management in Aspen, 
Colorado. The participants were the 4th class of the Institute and the 
sessions Here observed by an expert in gaming--Dean Arthur Hason, Jr. of 
the ~chool of Business of the University of Denver. 

Dean Nason has produced an evaluation based on his observations. In 
addition, the participants were asked to complete a questionnaire at the 
end of the session and the responses were summarized. Finally, both the 
director and assistant director of the Institute submitted comments. 

A) Dean Mason's Assessment 

For a game that is sorelati~~ly new (less than a year old), the 
authors and creators have made tIemendous progress and should be 
congratulated for the achievements as of this date. The concepts 
and purposes of the game are sound and reasonable so t~at persons 
interested in the field of Court Administration have an opportunity 
to gain significant insight into, experiment with, and enjoy a 
learning exper.ience in court management. I hope that the authors 
and creators are able to gain the additional financing to continue 
to build the game and imprQ1, .. ~8 its effectiveness even more. 

Hy remarks are intended to assist in the further refinement: of the 
game to make it more effective and to increase the total experience 
of the participants. They are not intended to be derogatory in 
any respect. As mentioned earlier, progress has been ~ade in the 
relatively short time that the authors and creators have had in 
developing the game. 

1. One of the significant opportunities offered to participants is the 
experience of moving cases through the court systp.m. This, in my 
estimation, is a very valuable learning experience. By ob servation, 
in this one instance, ,18S that this aspect of the game was someHhat 
lost in the complexity of nIl the other factors involved. This 
comment does not suggest r'.1t the court system is not a complex one, 
hur rather there should b(~ a l;'ay in which these complex factors can 
be controlled during the early stages of the game so that the students 
can have a greater opportunity to see cases £10'1,1 through the system, 
ways in which to improve the flO'ly of cases, and deal "lith the complex 
issues involved in the process. A very few cases, in this instance, 
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were ever completely handled 1", having entered in one end and 
come out the other. Thus, I came away with the impression that the 
students did not really experience the effective and efficient 
processing of caGes from the time they appeared on the docket until 
they were completely resolved. 

Over the years, I have had the impression that too often those 
"running" the game benefit from the confusion and frustrations of 
students more than do the students themselves. HO'I/ever, the game 
is for the benefit of the participants; therefore, precaution 
should be taken that they do gain an experience within all the 
objectives of the game. 

2. Briefing of participants on all features of the game needs to be 
improved before actual "play" takes place. At the Thursday morning 
session, the first "play" would have been much more effective 
had there been previously a detailed briefing of the participants as 
to the nClture of the game, how the game is to be played, the 
significance of each of the rules, and the need for the participants 
to understand the rules before play begins. This can often be done 
at a separate session during the evening prior to the actual play. 
Followi;g this session participants can meet in small groups to 
discuss the actual play itself. Another and related approach is 
to have the participelnts cOiilpletely revie\y the board to understand 
how the movement of pieces takes place. In the same .. :ay, I helve 
seen oamcs which allm,T a set of "free" decisions. With this npproach, 

u 

the entire teo.m goes th'i:ough one decision process on a testing basis 
"lith the results of the decision having no effect Ol} the pIny wh~n 
it formally starts. 

3. A worksheet for each participant needs to be developed. A great 
deal of time \Y<J,S spent counting the cases in process right before, 
durine, or after a decision. For exaiilple, in the family court, each 
of the three lml finiS counted its cases at each stage, then a court 
administrator would count tl e cases at each stage in the process 
during each period of play. It would scem to me that a worksheet 
could be developed ... ,iwt".:! this infoi."iilu tion could he kept on a flow 
chart, so that each participant alw~ys knows exactly where his or 
her cases otand in the overall process at any given time. 

This problem occurred in the criminal court, also. The district 
attorney would count all the cases, then the public defender· 
would count his cases, the court ndrninistrator would count all the 
cases, and each law firm would count its coseG. The ploy of the gnli1c 
could be speeded up significantly with appropriate worksheets 80 that 
at a glance each participant would know the stage of each of his cases 
and could more effectively plan his actiQDs in processing cases 
through the system. 
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4. The in-hnsket card!> in general contained "negative" news and 
created another hurdle for the participants. This is not entirely 
unrenlistic, but there arc times when a bit of "good" nC\lS for 
the participnnts might bolster their mornle and build a little more 
enthusiasm for the game. In other words, when the participants 
were already having difficulty in ~oving the cases throueh the 
system, an in-basket card more often than not created another hurdle 
to slow up the process, rather than encouraging them to find ways 
to be more efficient and more effective. 

5. If a Horksheet could be developed so as to permit each participant 
to understand where his CBL';S are in the procesG, one could give 
to the "referees" greater control of the game and perhaps even set 
up a system of times for decisions, For example, once the cases 
have been put on the docket, then the first party could have five 
minu tcs to make decisions, the third party could have five r.linutes 
to make decisions; the next five minutes y70u;Ld be used to move all 
the pegs and to score the decision; then the final ten minutes 
could be for general policy discussions. This time schedule also 
would minimize all the extraneous debate and discussion ~lich takes 
place and would require the participants to concentrate further on 
the processing of cases ",hile considering the external f.orces that 
affect the processing. 

6. Again, to assist the participants to better understar...:i the syste.m, 
how the system can be iiilproved, .[lOi., the system can be used for 
efficient, effective use, a prograw needs to be develo?ed to allow 
the participants to acquire additional resoUrces or i~prove the 
system. Although the "real ylorld" operations are cumbersome, the 
learning expc .... iencc of the game may be iiilpr'oved signi,ficantly by 
letting the participants use a "si.nplified" process to gain the 
resources at this early stage of their education in court r.Hmageit,ent. 

7. The norms to be used in the gnme need to be developed as rapidly as, 
they can. I aiil fully a~Tare of the problci,lS involved in this 
process so the comment should not be con'sidered a criticism. The 
reason I emphasize this is that several of the participants indicated 
to me that the "norming" board controlled the game. I do not believe 
this .,as true. On the other hond, if the participants do express this 
kind of concern it can affect their attitude in playing the game. 
Also, several of the p.-.rticipcmts COIT.r.lented to me that they felt the 
"norminp," board IS dccis:;,ons Here often arbitrary rather than based 
on fact. This latter criticism probably h3S a degree of truth 3nd 
as long as the concern exists it can affect the role of the participants. 

s. Several of the participD.llts questioned the use of the County Clerk 
in the ~arne. They indicated to me that the County Clerk had little 
to do and, therefore, the participants in this role became observers 
of the game only. I am not sufficiently familiar with the c~urt 
system to judge the validity of this COill111cnt GO merely pass it on to 
you for your evaluation. 

o 
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9. The remaining comments deal more directly with the use of the 
game at leX only: 

a. Smaller groups would be more me~ningful to everyone and 
involve r.lorc people in the game. In several instances 
when two "administrative judges" were assigned to a court, 
one judge becar.lc an observer while the other actually 
played a rold. Similarly, this was true in several of the 
law firms where one person assumed the responsibility 
while-the other observed. 

b. The group needs to be spread out into several rooms so 
as to reduce the noise level as well as to permit the 
participants to concentrate on their particular role 
rather than listenin~ to other roles at other locations. 

c. It seems to me that one debriefing session at the end of 
each day is adequ.:lte, rather than two per day. The 
debriefing sessions are always good, but by the time 
we got to the end of the second day the debriefing sessions 
were not contributing significantly to the total objectives 
of the game. Also, they take time away from playing the 
game which is the major activity for the students. Finally, 
a questionnaire should be given to the participants ~t the 
end of the game for their reactions, which should suffice as 
one part of the debriefing. 

B) Student's Evaluations 

A questionnaire was indeed submitted to the students. The results 
follow, but they were not used in debriefing. 

gUESTIO:l'NAIRE 

(3) O~ the basis of your expe1."ience) do.....;rou believe t~I,:i~~ the tcchliiC;t!~ 
in general h3n v31uc us a ta3c~in~ tool for court nciministration? 

14 replics--YES 

4 replies--DEFlNITELY, YES 

Excellent. It shows the interdcpc.r,dence of the various SUb-systems in 
the justice system; the difficulty of cffc~tuating change; the political 
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(3) continued - On the basis of your exper:i.encc! do you believe that the 
technique in general has value as a teaching tool for court administration? 

realities; how change in one area has an effect on other areas, even 
unforseen consequences. 

Yes, D..It limited. 

Yes, but Dar Association was perhaps the least in~eresting because of a lack 
of-a civil litigation board. 

Yes, actual situations occurred. • 

Yes, de~pite no experience. 

As a general tool in showing any system, it is useful; however, as a tool 
in court administration, this process may be too general since each court 
Gyste~ reacts differently. 

Definitely. I suggest hm.,revcr that you 'c1llow the roles to be eXpl~lined \-le1l 
beforehand as well as setting up some few guidelines. 

(3) - 1 - The Total Game 

12 r R 10 
E I 
S 8 i 
P 

,1 

0 6 
N 
S 4 

,E 
S 

2 

0, -- ......... - • - r __ '--'-,-- 'I 
I 

_ ... _1. ..... _, 
Very Successful 1 2 3 4 5 6 Very Unsuccessful 

RATINGS 
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(3) - 2 - Policy Negotiation 
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(3) •. 3 - F<.'.:;i.ly Process Boa:-d 
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(3) - 4 - Felonv Proc~ss Board 

R 
E 
S 
p 

o 
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S 
E 
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Very Successful 

12 

1Q 

s Il ! I 

2 

!--. 
\ 
j 

I 

3 5 6 Very Unsuccessful 

(4) Hh.3t aspects of court o.clministt"ntioa \·,rere compnratively vlell brou~ht 
~t by the gaminq-sirilulutio',,? 

Appreciation of external agencies vithin the whole system that 
u':lclet'scorcs need for C A to know, and develop cor,'t:iltlnication with. Lmryers 
views on approach to felony court. Cour~sphilosophy in analyzing critical 
decision points and resource allocation-'-and the need to clttrify' its mission-
quantity/quality. 

The fractionalization of the various components (both internal .and 
external) of the juclici3l cOi:1ff,unity. 

(Response, "See 3 nbovc H
): "Excellent. It shows the interdependence of 

the variouG sub-systems in the justice oystem; the difficulty of effectuating 
change; the political realities; how change in one area has an effect on 
other areas, even unfo~6cen consequences", also - seeminBly good changes may 
have bnd consequences. 

Dispocition of cases - how CDses are scheduled - the part that the court 
plays in disposing of caseD and also attorney's part. How backlog can occur 
Gue to f.:lult of court and also attor~cys. Also brought out if a judge is 
inefficient and docs not knO'. .. • wh.1t he is doing how he can really foul things 
up. The part that I played was the perfect example of the aforementioned 
t:ituteillenC as to wh.:lt happens when one does not know \lhat he is doing. 
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(4) continued - Hhat a.psects of court ad; .. inistration were comparatively well 
brousht out by the gnmin~-sjmul;ltion? 

Intra-personal rclationshi?s. 

Compromise, negotiation, and im-patiently patient attitude. 

The interrelationships. 

Complexity. Competing values. Vastness of the system. 

The interaction of external forces in administration of justice was 
well brought out. 

Vast amount of inputs into the syst~~. 

1. We were able to obtain a perspective view of the total system dealing 
with felony cases. 2. v1e were able to determine all the points in the 
felony p&:'occss system wherf! backlog of cases built up and crltegorize reasons 
for these backlogs. 3. Personnel involvement in the everyday functioning 
of the court (i.e., the attitude of the personnel (playe~s) often affected 
various aspects related to job pcrfol~ance. This attitude indicated that 
other factors such as social/professional status and other pSJchological 
f01:c.es also affect the workers (player~) performance and behavior. 

Pressure of administr~tion. 

None that I vas aware of. Th~ pa&:ticipants were not aware of the role 
of the external forces in the real life situation. 

Congestion. 
chan~e. 

Interaction with attorneys. Difficulty in obtaining 

The various areas of conflict and self interest within a criminal 
justice system. 

Th~t there are no black/white answers, no pat solutions. 

Lack of co~~unication, lack of planning, self interest rather than 
C;YStC"1 goaln. 

Pressures brought to bear on administrative assigDQent taskp • 

1. The difficulty of getting ~nything done. 
2. The difficulty of ~aking yourself heard. 
3. The indifference of ot~ers. 
4. The lli.:lny possible alternatives to processing cases. 
S. Tne fact that every solutio:. has a problem. 

Improving overall system. 

Initiation of changes. 

The purse strings are the power. 
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1. Complexity of process 
2. Dj.versity of interest 
3~ Nodes of management behavior 
4. Difficulty of acclimation in a new 'environment--need for information. 

Production of cases. 

1. The complexity involved in running a just'ice B)1,6,tem. 2. The :,.ack of 
communication between participants in the system. 3. Insensitivj'.ty of 
participants for the problem of other participants. 

An appreciation of the various forces involved and the interplay of 
same. ' 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Total interdependence of all units. 
Total chaos if corllil1unication is not frequent or exact • 

. Necessity of knowing where you've been and are as \o7e11 as where you 
intend to guo 
R~treme slowness of all reactions. 
Oillbudsman-type role administrator must play "all things to all men." 

Association with judges 
Ililposs::tbility (If iUJ.medinte change in major policies. 
Realization of the extent a Court Administrator's hands are tied 
in the actual renovation of s,n absurd system. 

(5) Hhat aspects of court administration "lere relatively ne?,lected by the 
present c:-~ercise? 

1. Budgeting 
2. Jurors - selection and allocation 

1. True justice role (practically impossible to pt'ogrffi:l.) 
2. I honestly thir.k the garJe rep.:csented all the an8uish, frustration, 

etc. that exist ' .. ,ith few of the really significant victories. 

The fact that CQurt administration is a bit more structured than represented 
by the game. 

Justice. 

Rules sometililes unrealistic--in real ~orld research~available to under
stand variable. 

Hundane outside court activities--no policy negotiations, payrolls, 
requisitions, public relations, handling complaints, writing letters, 
interviewing people, etc. 

Other Exte~nal Forces: 1. Civil Litigation. 2. Federal Court. 
3. Minority groups~ 4. Legislature. 
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(5) continued - What aspects of 'court administration were relatively 
riegiectcd by the present exercise? 

Impact of public opinion. . 

Ability to make systems change internally without board approval. Minor 
systems changes made by court rule with bar approval. 

Not- having been exposed to the other roles in the game, I cannot comment. 

The imponderable element of people. 

Once we arrived at alternative sets of changes in the sys te"m necessary 
to reiliove the backlogs, ,ve were un~ble to analyze the effects these sets of 
changes would have on the performance of the Felony' Process System. In 
o~hcr words, we could not analyze and then choose the most effective set of 
cnanges before the implementation. He hud to implement a wild ass guess. 

Human element of real peo?le as defendants--Iack of availability of any 
inrollJotion concerning the duties of various boa:::-ds--even as a new administrator 
in a new locale, I can read statutes or find a structural model of city gov't. 

Didn't play that role except in learning the Nonning. The value is 
~reater in norming. I found it ve~y close to it in acllilinistration as to 
impact and decision making. 

Long range planning. 

Lack of motivation of the participants. For those '"ho are naturally 
self-motivated, no problem. Those whoe roles .. 'ere uninteresting, poor 
involvcrr;{!nC. 

Nanaging the mundane administration cho~es. 

(6) Hhat ,·,ould you chang~ if this exercise were to b ~ used a~ain? 

(1) Policy Negotiation 

No iTlput. 

Force meeting with the conterparts on the trial level. 

F~plain the rules of each board to all; explain to each board the general 
sco?a of activities of the other boards. Do this at the beginning and then 
again after the first 3 or 4 rounds. 

:rnclucle a lid ry-run II prior to the ac tual gu1Je. 

Nore systemic and forulalizcd. 
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(6) continued - Hhat would YOll change lx this exercise ,"Tere to be used 
again? (1) Policy Negotiation 

Opportunity to experience each of the areas. I have no idea of the 
problems confronted by the groups outside of the felony process board. 

This proceC::ure ,"18S not fully expla.ined before the. start of the gaUle. 
If there is to be a tiUlZ constraint as there W<lG in out' gmne and you ",'ant 
greater interplay betvleen the groups you .. , .. list provide rnore than one policy 
board unless you want to limit (chang.e) the opportunity for policy 
negotiation. 

Hore time and clarification on ho~V' to use and communicate effectively. 

Require them to be more info~ed as to the other court arenas or 
boa.rds. 

Too large a group. 

Don't feel that I can add anything but conjecture. 

Have a better explanation of the mechanics .available. 

Hore information to policy board so they understand they should 
ne&ot:la te. 

Nore carefully defined parameters. 

Videotape segment review 
releases. 

~anage~ent styles. Prepare written press 

Hore comprehensive explanation of rules and some practice before offiCially 
~Jcginning gar,iC. 

Didn't ac tually s~r:ve. on the board. tV.;iS nn external force. 

I think the "players" 8ct caught up in unrC.:;.listic point ::;truggles 
detracting from true negotiation e;·:erci5cs. I also fcel the players should 
be directed to play their roles as \·n:itten. If they don't, you'll never be 
able to "norm" satisfactorily. 

Time lapse should be controlled--for instance, let each round of the 
Pamily LmV' Process Board be eCiU.:ll to a unit of time and the policy board Would 
have time within the unit to .:;.dopt policies. 

There should be better' briefing prior to garue. The various boards nhould 
also be isolated from the other so as to establiGh a more orderly co,,~unication 
process. 
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(6) v."'ht.t would you chaE.,'3e if this exercise Here to be used again? 

(2) Fnmily L~n-1 'Process Hoax-d 

No input. 

(Same response for (6) 1, 2, &. 3., Explain the rules of each board 
to all; e>:plaln to each board the general scope of activities of the other 
boards. Do this at the begii:ming and then again after the first 3 or 4 
rounds. 

(Same response for ", _.; (6) 1 2 & 3) Include a "d'l'"'\'-run" prior to the 
actual game. 

More interaction • 

(S~me response for (6) 1, 2, & 3.) Opportunity to experience each of 
the are~s. I have no idea of the problems confronted by the group outside 
of the felony process bo~rd. 

( "b ") "Require them to b'" more informed as to the other Response, as a ove. ; , "" 
court arenas or boards." 

We were too large a group. 
... 

( f (6) 1 2 r' 3) Donlt feel that I can add anything Same response or "u. . 
but conjecture. 

More resources to court. 

Insufficient data. 

Did not participate in this. 

".:.":-: (Sa.l1e r.esponse for, (6) 1, 2, (. 3.) Videotape segment review mClna,~cment 
s~yles, prep~re"written press releases, time order game. 

1 feel this is the ea~icst bo~rd to deal with concc?tually. The players 
had more unGct's ta~~diilg of the w!"lolc sys tcm 
SiIT.')Ie • I think I vould allCiw the ga~i;e to 

" II :lo.11 (ir.divic1ual) by allO\V'ing SOllie way to eu .. 
a'i;"e taken. 

since this board is relatively 
hsve a bit~ore satiafaction 
backlog after significant steps 

(R ~ onse "nee above"): "Time lap::;e should be controllcd--forinatance, c .• p - , " i ~ tid 
let each rour.d of the F~"inily 1..,;,., Procc:::s 13oa::d be equal to a un t O~l T.1C an 
the policy bonrd would have time ~7it!1in the unit to aclop t policieo. ~.bo, 

it is believcd' that sufficient urt1tiJ of court tir.1e should be prov:l.dcd ~n the 
bcginning in order to allow t.he particip.:mts. to get to the post-trial 
procedures. 
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(6) \-rhat 'tJould you change if this exercise ~oJ'ere to be used asait~J 

(3) FelonY-E~ocess B?3rd 

Nore time for planning bctveen rounds. Points awarded for statistics 
and long range planning. 

He had trouble with seill~:mtic6 and clarification in this area with a 
diverse group such as ours "lould be helpful. 

Build more conflict into the roles. The attorneys had excess resources 
and spent all their ti~e being good boys, getting their cases through. 

Attorneys should not be able to see how court has allocated its resources. 

There should be better briefing prior to the exercise into the game. 

The various boards should also be isolated from the othe..:-s so as to 
establish a more orderly con~unication process. 

Ten minute pregame briefing with all partidputing members emphasizing 
court. Configuration 'Was subject to changes based on continuing. Do not 
li~it it to one change. , 

(Same respo~5e for (6) 1, 2, & 3.) E~p1~in the rules of each board to 
all; axplain to each board the general scope of activities of the other 
bo~rds. Do this at thebcginni:1g and then again after the firGt 3 or 4 
rounds •. 

(S f - (6) 1 2 & 3) Include a "dry-rlln" pr~ or '"_0 the <:lli1C! response 0... " • ... 

actual £;3nle. 

(S~Qe response for (6) 1, 2, & 3.) Opportunity to ~,perience each of the 
areas. I have no idea of th~ probl.::!nls conf.:-onted by the g~9~ups outside of the 
felony process board. 

It COGl~ be suggested to have ouch board in separate ":-OOIT~. 

(Response, "as above lt
): "Requi.:-e them to be more informed as to the other 

court arenas or boords. 1t 

Less resources to red law firm. I had unused resources every round but 
one. 

'4! 
IntroGuction of other :I.nteres ts, i. e.,. police, Victim, probation officer. 
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(6) continued - Hh~t .... muld yotl ch<tnge if this e.-.;:c..:-cise ",ere to be used again? 

(3) Felony Process Board 

(Same response for (6) 1, 2, & 3.) ViGeotape segment review 
management styles. Prepare ~ritten press release. Time order game. 

The extrDuely complicated nature of this board together with an 
insur-.:-,ountt.ble backlog is depressing. I thil ... k that I would begin this, board 
in relatively good shape so that as other boards interact the effects , ... ill 
begin to "logjaJ:l" the board. I do feel it could be a bit siUlplified over 
its p..:-esent outlay. 

(7) vIas the time al) oeuted to playing the game appropriate? 

12 

R 10 
E 

.S 81 --
p ! 

61 
-,--

0 

r~ u j s 

IJJ 
E 

.S 

1 l-
I 0. I , ~ 

Not Lor·s Enough 1 2 3 4 5 6 Nuch Too Long 

Misc. Rc,sponses. 

RATINGS 

Day and. half seems just right. 
N~ed ti~e ove..:- great space, i.e., 4 hours per day, 3 day~ •. 
Don't know • 
If half day spent in each at'ea,t1:me o.k. 

• i • 
. _____ . ___ ._._ ... _._._ .. ,.I. __ .... _.~" ......... ~-"~~~~.~.~~ ___ ~~. __ ~. ~_~_"""'__ ____ . _ _______"____I _______ -----'--
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(8) Was sufficient time spent in debriefing sessions? 

R 
E 
S 
P 
o 
N 
S 
E 
S 

Not Long Enough 

! 

-
I 
[ 
I 

6 

4 

2 

,.0 
1 234 

RATHWS 

(One Response: Yes, see~ed right.) ,.., 

... 

I--j 
5 6 Much Too Long 

(9) \-1<1S information i)iven at the beginning of the g.:lme appropriate~ 

1St-

lsL, 
I 

R 
12 

L E 
S 9~ 
p 

0 ,6 1 
N L 
s I 

i 
E 31 ! I 
s I " 

O· I .1 

Not Lonlj Enough 1 2 3 4 5 6 Much Too Long 

RATINGS 
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(10) Hould it have helped if b.:lck~round information or data had been 
available for tiDe? 

Yes No 
(i) During the game 

(if) After the game 

(iii) Before the game 
AN UNSOLICIT~D RESPONSE 

18 

15 

R 
E 12 

I S 
P 

9 I 0 I N 6_ I s 
E ~':'! s 3" 

t l / •. ,<.' 
t.' /1 ," .~ I 

'I r . .'.:>;~<~ 
I ' /,..~I 
I "/"j 

J i:~ 

'White" Yes 

Black ... No 

n 
! ' , l--J 

During •••• After ••••• Before 

(Two Responses: Wanted explan.:ltion of "information or data.") 
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EVALUATION OF THE 

JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM 

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

, .. 
.' 

: • ", I· 

.' .f .. 

CENTER FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 

By: E. C. Friesen 
September 1, 1972 
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THE GAME 

Expenditures on the game are not justified by its 

present utility. The game is, however, headed in the 

right direction. As the designers become more familiar 

with the intricacies of the justice system the game 

will improve. In its present form it is not as satis-

factory in providing a sample of the management process 

within the justice system as are other role playing 

exe:j::'cises. 

The game has the distinct advantage of providing a 

system framework which helps the players to identify 

roles and conflicts throughout 'the system. Its success 

is I however, highly dependent on the ability of b'1e 

players to undt~rstand the role before they begin the 

game. 

In the present form the mechanics of the game take 

too much effort for a short three-to-five day presenta-

tion. A sep~rate evaluation o~ the game by Dean Arthur 

Mason of the University of Denver College of Business 

Administrat~on has been forwarded under separate cover. 
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Ul-:lVERSln OF DE1';\'EP. LAW ce;-':TER 

200 West 14th Ave. 
Denver, Colorado 130204 

(303) 753-3466 

Mr. Peter Haynes, Direc1:,,<_ 
Judicial Administration Program 
School of Public Administration 
University of Southern California, 
3601 South Flower Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90007 

Dear Peter; 

October 12, 1972 

As I discussed "\vi th you at the Insti tut.e for Court X-1anagement Careers 
Confere:llce, the' memorandum written from me to Ernie Friesen concerning 
the court simulation game does not accurately reflect my evaluation of 
the game's effectiveness. I had no idea that my memo would be included 
verbatim as part of the evaluation,'and this is the 'reason I ~m taking 
the opportunity to amplify my oomments. 

On the "\vhole, my react.ion to both the content of the game and the people 
'\.;ho "lere running it was positive. Hany of the points which I raised in 
the memo are not negative, as they might appear at first glance. For 
instance, my first point was that the game was a learning and not a 
teaching simulation. This, of course, is the precise \tray in "7hich you 
had planned to use itt and even in the short experimental run in Aspen 
the aspect of the game ;;'lhich involves students in the restructuring 
and Inechanics was apparent. Much more can be done in this area, as you 
and I have previously discussed, and I knmv you are \.;orking very harc1 
on this aspect. Secondly, my COIfu'l1ents concerning the people running 
the game "lere not meant as criticism of t,he people who direc·ted it at 
Aspen, but rather as a caution against the future, as I feel Jan,and 
Allen did .a good job and hav~ an excellent understanding of the dynamics 
involved. The lack of interrelationship betvleen the "three boards in 
the short run at Aspen, particularly involving the issues \V'hich are 
already prepared, remains a 'problem >;,qhen the game is run. over a short 
time frame. It probably \'7ould not be too serious in a long run. 
Finally, the 49 students who played the game are 'generally very exper
ienced manager s familiar 'itli th the court environment. Their reaction 
to the game generally ~.tlas that it \'las a good learning opportuni,ty and 
was neither too simple minded nor too var~ant from reality to be 
valuable. 
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October 12, 1972 
Page 2 

I would be very disappointed and disturbed if my comrnents vlere taken 
by anyone as a complete indictment of the game, because' this \-lould not 
in any way reflect my feelings. I hope this letter can be included 
as part of the file concerning the game's evaluatir)n. 

Sincerely, 

4t;P}, . 
Geoffrey S. Gallas 
Assistant Executive Director 

GSG/blk 

cc: Ernest C. Friesen 

., 
\ 
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~ 
• I. Preface 

The Concept Report on Design which follows is the first in a 

• series of reports necessary for the design, construction, and 

implementation of a gaming simulation for use wichin the 

University of Southern California's Masters of Public Adminis-

• tration Program in Judicial Ad~inistratiori. The gaoing simulation 

is being developed pri~arily for use here at the University. In 

addition however, it is the intention of the game creators that 

• it can and will be used, in total or in part, in other educational 

curricula, for both institutional and in-service training. 

... 
This Concept Report rep~esents research-literature searches, 

court surveys, and data collection; interviews ~~th court 

administrators, their assistants, county ,and court clerks from 

• Los Anieles, Ventura, and Orange Counties; consultation with 

Dr. Richard D. Duke and other gaming simulation experts at a 

special gaming conierenc.e :1.eld at the Univer'S'ity of Hic.higan. 

• However, one of the most critical efforts going into the Concept 

Report, and one which will continue throughout the grant period, 

is the coordination and integration of the master's degree 

• curriculum objectives and components with the objectives, design, 

and construction of the judicial adninistration gaming ~imulation. 

It is here where an all important parallel between course content 

• and ,the gaming simulations e,xercis es be es tablished for an 

e. effective dual educational and learning experience. This is a most 
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difficult 'and time consuming process but essential for the 

successful development of the program. 

It is important here to state why a concept report is prepared 

and thus understand why it is an important, but time consuming, 

phase in any gaming simulation development. Basically, a gaming 

simulation is an attempt to abstract some portion of reality of a 

particular system. In this case it is the court system with 

emphasis on court management. To des ign a ,gaming s imula tion tha t 

system must be understood. Also, clear and p~ecise statements of 

educational goals, of how and why the game is to be used~ must be 

established, ~s well as under what conditions (who~ where, wheh, 

how many) it will be presented. Without first detailing all 
... 

these variables, which is the purpose of this Concept Report, the 

gaming simulation development would be misguided and most probably 

of little educational value in the end. As can be seen from the 

outline, the Concept Report represents an' explicit analysis of why 

we are using gaming si~ulation in the judicial administration 

program, what kinds of educ~tional objectives it will attempt to 

meet, how the objectives will compleoent and enhance those of the 

program's curriculum, and the kinds of program constraints which 

affect the gaming siEulation design. The Concept Report presents 

structural gaming simulation desciiption, evaluation techniques to 

be used, and the Project's methodological approach for moving from 

design to construction to implementation. 
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JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION GAMING SIMULATION 

CONCEPT REPORT: DESIGN 

. II. Rationale for Use of Gaming Simulation in Judicial Administration 

Program 

In recent years, educators have attempted to remedy several 

defic~enc~e~ ~n the ~tr· t 1 ~ dj d ~ ~ - ~L ~ ~c ec~ure an or case stu y approach by 

using one or more of several innovative educational tools. One of 

the more successful of these tools is a range of teGhniques known 

as gaming simulation in a real-world decision-making environment--· 

an envtron~ent that requires the student to utilize both genera' 

and specific knowledge and which emphasizes experiential learning. 

Student participation in gaming simulations provide a number 

oi u~ique educational benefits. Perhaps the most important feature 

is that it places the student ift a realistic environment. While 

this environment is to a greate~ or lesser ~egree an abstraction 

or reality, the student is able to relate his experiences in the 

ga~ing simulation framework to the interworkings of real-world 

organizations. 

What educational gaming Simulations apparently provide, then, 

is an environment in which participants undergo formative 

experiences that often change their attitude toward the subject 

matter under cons~deratio~. The personal involvement demanded of 
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a participant in an educational gaming simulation seems to induce 

a form of active and rapid learning of systematic relations among 

elements of a complex subject matter--relations which are difficult 

to assimilate through the linear and necessarily discursive means 

of listening to lectures or teading strings of symbolic marks on . 

paper (University of Michigan Research News, March 1971). Thus 

the judicial admiriistration gaming si~ulation will be designed to 

give the program's students personal experience in solving problems 

of cooperation and conflict implicit in a variety 0·£ court 

management de~isional areas and various court syste~ problems. It 

will provide students with personal experiences of a~suming roles 

of problem solvers in the court system and will allow them to 

acquire a deeper and mote sy~tematit understanding of' the management 

a=ena in which they will soon b~ wor~~ng. 

1:':'1. University of Southern California's ~rasters in Public· 

Administration (~PA) Program in Judicial Administration--

Educational Goals and Gaffiing Si~ulation Interface 

The program in judicial administration is a full year course 

of study leading toa masters degree in public administration. Six 

typical masters level courses offered by. the School of Public 

Administration are being re-designed to accommodate this new 

discipline. Three law courses w~ll serve as a core specialization 

area. But the major pro~ram objectives will be met through the 

reorganization of the courses in public administration .. They \·7ill 
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be offered on the intensive semester basis, where each course is 

comprised of eight full days of classwork preceded and followed 

by six weeks of extensive reading and research. Together these 

nine courses, ~ith the use of the gaming simulation, will provide 

an integrated educational experience necessary for the training of 

effective court administrators. The basic courses~ in sequence, 

are as follows: 

Fundamentals of Public Administration 

Civil Procedure 

Problems in the Administration of Personnel Resources 

Organization and Management Theory 
... 

Criminal Justice 

Administrat~ve Systems Analysis 

Research in Co~plex Organizations 

Judicial Ado~nistration 

Problems in the Ad~inistration of Financial Resources 

In these basic courses, special curriculum materials, lecturers, 

and soecial course reorganization will provide sp~cific court 

management emphasis throughout the year of study.' This emphasis 

~7i'11 include: 

1. 

2 • 

An understanding of the American legal system: 
law, courts, legal profession; 

An unders tanding of ,the role of the courts in the 
American social-legal-political-economic milieu; 
theoretical and 'philosophical development of 
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3. 

4. 

5 • 

6 . 

constitutional principles such as separation of 
powers and the inherent right concept, as they 
relate to the operation of the courts; 

An integrated view of the various elements of 
the criminal justice system, including the func
tions, interrelationships, and interdependencies 
of the several sub-systeos of law'enforcement, 
courts, and correctiQns; 

An understanding of th~ characteristics, functions, 
and jurisdictional factors in t~e American court 
system--federal, state and local; 

An indepth. tr-eatment of 'the various court 
administrative subject areas; (see Section V) 

A detailed treatment of the California court system 
including the state administrative structure with 
special emphasis upon the trial courts. 

The gaming simulation interface with the above program elements 

\.] i 11 act a s a vi tal t hr e ad' 1 ink in g dis par ate sub j e c tar e a s in t 0 a 

t~tal system§ framework. As pauticular course work is offered, the 

gaming simulation will provide dynamic realism to theoretical 

~aterialbeing offered in the classroom and thus provide the 

student a laboratory with which to apply what he has learned and 

in which to see theory move to practice. The student will be 

placed in a varieiy of court roles and will make decisiDns, through 

conflict and negotiations, particular to specific problem areas. 

Howev~r, such decisions will not be made in a vacuum or in 

isolation from other court problems or other classroom material, 

because the gaming simulation emphasizes a total systems approach 

waare many court system pr£ssures will play upon each decision, 

such that decisions cannot be made without consideration of other 

court environment factors~ 
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IV. Judicial Administration Gaming Simulation Design and 

Educational Goals 

There are six overriding equally important goals which the 

judicial administration gaming simulation is being designed to 

meet. They provide the basis by which the gaming simulation 

models, roles, and data base are developed, organized, and 

constructed. 

First, as was described earlier in Section II, the gam~ng 

simulation should be an inte~ral part of, and complement to, the 

to~al masters degree program. It should be designed as a vehicle 

to relate various program sub~ect matter to typical real wQrld' 

problem areas (where theory meets practice), as well as being 

a laboratory ~vhere court system problems' and new developments 

can be'presented for student analysis and decision making. 

Second, the gaming simulation should provide a variety of 

court system experiences to the MFA students. The students will 

represent many backgrounds, with many being practitioners 

already experienced in various aspects of the courts' operations. 

The game will, thus, provide ,an experience for the students to . 

become familiar with problems, decision options, and constraints 

imposed upon a host of court administration functions. 
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Third, the students, by assuming the roles of the various 

court system personnel (court administrator, judges, attorneys, 

clerks, county officials, CAO, etc.), will be placed in an 

environment which will provide a total systems perspective for 

the students by their actual participation in a court system 

where decisions by one group or sub-system affect other 

sub-systems and the total operation Qf the court. The game 

participants will negotiate, conflict, and make decisions 'vith 

other role players, thus adding personal experience toward their 

understanding the basis for theirgqals and objectives and how 

and why they made decisions. 

Fourth, various administrative and managecieftt p~inciples 

and skills should be exposed and developed through the gaming 

simulation. These in~lude individual and group ~ecision-making, 

co~munication, motivation, leadership, p6wer and authority 
p 

relationships, organizational change, delegation of tasks, 

conflict resolution, negotiation skill, policy foroation, 

management of time, maximization of personal and staff needs~ and 

various management theories such as management by objectives, 

project management, participative monagement, and autocratic 

u1anageme.nt. 

Most of the above areas will be covered throughout the game 

process, not in specific terms but on a more macro level as the 

player participates in the running of the court system. All 
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gaming simulation sessions will be ciitiqued by the course 

instructors and the research staff, and this will provide the 

necessary focus upon various court managerial skills and practices. 

However, specific management exercises will be designed to pin 

point and exhibit specific administrative skills for the student. 

These will take placie either within the classroom setting or in 

special sessions--STEPS (Supplemental Training Exercise Programs)--

within the framework of the game. 

Fifth, the gaming simulation will be designed to encompass 

specific court management functions (these will be described 

wi~hin the game structure in Section V). These areas include 

c~urt syst~ms pplicy formation; organization of the court system 

with emphasis toward the role of the administrative executive office; 

short- and long-range planning; budget preparation, passage, and 

implenentation; calendar management and jury/witness coordination; 

information systems/EDP organization in the court system; public 

relations and information; research planning and statistical 

martagement; space and equipment ~anagement; personnel planning and 

control; plann~ng and implementation of court jurisdictional 

control, and responsibility; seclfring uniform administration and 

'procedures in the court sub-systems; proced~ral aspects of 

selection~ tenure, assignment, and. compensation of judges; and 

liaison between the court sub-systems, county political and 

bureaucratic structures, state judicial councils, and state 

lesislature. 
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Finally, the gaming simulation design and structure should 

accommodate relevant court management systems studies and 

ope~ations research findings so as to continually update the 

gaming simulation, thus providing the students with the latest 

manageri1.'tl and pr,oce'dural information on the management of 

the courts. This is also an, important, d~sign goal for two other 

(1) it will provide ~urrent research data for the reasons: 

masters degree program courses, aiding faculty and student in any 

research efforts of their own; and (2) it acts as a repository 

of CCCJ and LEAA systems research studies, .thus assuring that 

these valuable efforts are not ignored by the people and 

organizations who should ben~fit from such studies--practitioners, 

researchers, faculty, and students in California. 

These six design goals will then be the framework for the 

gaming simulation design objectives, structure, and construction. 

However, severai constraints will, of course, affect the game's 

structure but will in no way deter the research staff from 

making every effort to meet the design goals as stated here. 

v. Judicial Administration Gaming Simulation design Constraints 

In a gaming simulation design and development stage, it is 

a neGessary prerequisite to identify the various environmental 

and s\:ructural constraints which will affect the eventual game design 
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and the meeting of its overall educational ~oals. 

Four specific constraints will concern the research. 

• staff in the gaming simulation design and development 

stage: (A) ;·t hen a t u reo f the sub j e c t mat t e r , ( B) the 

nature of masters degree ~rogram curririulum desig~, 

• (C) the characteristics of the students, and (D) the 

desirability of using the gaming simulation in similar 

,educational and in-service trainin~ programs. 

• 
A. The first area relates to the difficulty in 

defining the skills requisit~ to the effective adminis-

tration of the courts. Th~~act that judicial adminis-

t~ation is a relatively new sub-discipline in the 

area of public adninistration cr~ates some difficulties 

• both for the actual administrators and for the educators 

who must prepare them for their work. The problem 

• arises from the fact that the operation~l area of 

court i!1anagement - and consequently 'the academic 

subject matter of judicial administration - is no~ 

• yet clearly defined. 

• 
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In the past, the USC School of Public Administration has had 

considerable success in dealing with the problems of newly 

inaugurated sub-disciplines. This is due to the fact that the 

School places special emphasis on current knowledge, that is, 

the subject matter used in such classes is continually updated 

and modified according to new developments. By this method, the 

School is able to offer the student the most current and, therefore, 

the most useful knowledge available in the field. 

One of the principal design constraints of the judicial 

administration gaming simulation, then, will be that it have the 

ca~ability of being continually and rapidly updated. Also, this 

capability must be realized as efficiently and effectively as 

possible. This means that the updating must be realized without 

the need to make major alter2tions in the design of the exercise 

at periodic intervals. 

B. The second constraint relates to the several unique 

design features of the judicial administration curriculum. The 

unique configuration of the pro~ram is the result of an effort 

to balance a number of specific needs: 

1. The rather urgent need of the various trial courts 
for well trained managerial per~onnel. - This need 
resulted in the compression of the masters program 
from the usual four semesters into two semesters 
and a summer session. 

o 
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3 . 

The need to accommodate judicial practitioners in 
terms of minimizing their time away from their 
respective trial courts. This factor resulted 
in the extensive utilization of the intensive 
semester approach to t~achin8 the public 
administration courses and the evening semester 
approach to teaching the law courses. 

Finally, the need to confer the status of a 
professional upon the court manager led the School 
to place the program at the masters level, incor
porating the usual requirements for such a degree. 

Thus, the gaming simulation needs ~o offer some continuity 

to the overall program not only in terms of integrating and 

reinforcing elements of-the differen~ subject areas but also 

in terms of providing the students with a forum in which to 

exchange personal experience~ and a setting in which to apply 

personal as well as collective managerial technique. 

The unique curriculum design also poses a difficult constraint 

in scheduling particular gaming simulation sessions soas to 

focus attention on specific course areas and materj.als. The 

ga~ing session will, of course, endeavor to provide an in-depth 

pedagogical exp~rience for each subject area, whether it be 

systems analysis, finance) criminal or civil procedures. HOHever, 

the important design constraint which must be considered is to 

develop each gaming session so that it focuses on the current 

subj~ct area being taught, while at the same time reinforcing 

in the student a total systems perspective of the c0urt~ operation 

and the 1 ink age sop era tin g bet ,-1 e en va rio usa d r.1 in i s t r a t~~"v e , 
I 

procedural, and managerial principles and skills. 
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• C. The third constraint area relates to a set of assumptions 

• unfamiliar with court systems operation, will be able to compreh~nd 
about the overall character of the'student body. The program will 

quickly and in which he will not be at a disadvantage in competing 
attract both judicial practitioners and experienced managers 

with other student practitioners. 

• in the public sector, as well.as a mix of ~erospa~e management • personnel and new students. 
D. This last constraint deals with the desire for the gaming 

Thus, among the cha~acteristics of the practitioner/student Simulation, in part or in total, to be used at other educational 

• group most relevant to the design of the gaming simulation are • institutions and in in-service court system training programs. 

that they are as a whole more practical and action oriented The difficulty arises in developing a flexible game which could 

than the ordinary student. The practical character of the be used in law programs, specialized justice or cou~t management 

• students may be derived from their years working in the court • curriculums, and at the same time devising the game:structure so 

and· various other organizations and from their desire to enter a that specific game situations could be used in short~ one- or 
... 

discipline which will demand pragmatic, quick, and creative two-day, in-service training sessions, which various court and 

solutions. The result is that such students are more interested -. count~ organizations may s~onsor. 

in knowledge that is directly applicable to the operation of the 

• court environment, with less emphasis on theoretical knowledge, 

• which ~ay have a smaller degree of applicability at present. 

The mix or classroom education and gaming experieilce as 

• co~bined in the judiCial administration program will provide • 
an ideal situation for,meeting these educational requirements . 

. - .... ~. 

The mechanism of gaming is particularly well suited to action 

• oriented students and to sharpening administrative skills. The 

judicial administration gaming simulation must stre~s. flexibility 

in these areas. This flexibility also assumes that the gaming 

• simulation will provide an environment which a new st~dent, • 
-97-
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VI. Judicial Administration Gaming Simulation Structure and 
Functional Activities 

In this section the basic gaming si~ulation design structure 

will be discussed. It will touch upon two design areas: 

theoretical foundation and gaming simulation components and 

process. 

A. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 

The design and construction of a gaming simulation is 

guided by the realization that it must possess several 

important attributes. It must: simulate a realistic 

environment of some system; impart knowledge about that 

system; .provide a total systems perspective; reduce the 

compl~xitv of that system; provide an environment for 

6hange and experimentatio~ with new strategies; compress 

time; provide administrative sophistication; and provide 

a noncritical environment. 

With these as the basic underlying foundation, the game will' 

provide fo~ the student a court system environment which will 

explore the present court structure and procedures through the 

development of a model court jurisdiction and will provide 

me c han ism s for c han gin g t ~ at. s y s t em and. 0 per a tin g '101 i t h in i t 

successfully. The game will provide an opportunity to take 
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theoretical or classroom knowledge and ~pply it in a realisti-

cally abstracted court system simulation. Most importantly, the 

gaming simulation will provide the student an experience in which 

he can develop the necessary skills to be an effective court 

adminiSitrator. 

1. 

2. 

The game's emphaSis can be summarized as follows: 

understanding the constraints and effects of various 
strategies and decisions, 

being ,held accountable for decisions, 

3; building negotiation and compromise skills, 

4: effectively understanding and resolving conflict, 

5. effective planning, 

6 . d~velop~ent of decision making skills, 

7 .. decisive implementation of plans, 

8. developi~g interpersonal understanding of other 
systems personnel and their biases, 

9. 

lO~ 

11. 

12. 

gain a total systems perspective and the inter
relatio~ships existing, 

effectively operating within a p~litical environment, 

develocinry key court administrative skills--finance, • <:> 

calendaring, jury management, stlffing, court 
procedures, and 

developing key administrative, organizational and 
behavioral skills. 

Through the process of the gaming-simulation as described 

next, the student, as a role player of several of the court systems 

members, will be exposed to the operations, pressures, decision 

options, constraints, ·and interrelations of the court subsystem as 

it relates to other portions of the justice system. 
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B. GAMING SIMULATION COMPONENTS AND PROCESS 

The necessary steps which go into making a model (an 

abstraction of reality) of the court system and its operation 

include three models: a) a model court jurisdiction; b) models 

of the role players in the court syste~; and c) a series of data 

inputs relating to the roles, and the process of the court. 

However, these three components alone do not make a simulation. 

When a process or flow of interactions with the role players m~king 

decisions, using the dataj and performing functions which affect 

the court system) a gaming simulation is then actuated. Hhat 

follows is first a discussion and description of the models which 

will be constructed, and second, a discussion and descri~tion 
... 

of the process and functional activities in which the models will 

operate. 

1. Components 

a. Model court jurisdicti~n-

The court is the sy~tem that is to be ~odeled and simulated. 

The court 
• {,f system loS, 0 course, only a subsystem of the justice 

syste~ which is in turn part of the larger setting of the 

cOffiounity. The court adoinistrator must be aware of the environ-

mental influences that impinge upon the court and must be aware 

of the court's interrelationships with other p~rtions of the 

justice system. 

Because of the diversity of court structures, rules, 

and nethods of interfacing with other parts of the justice system 
o 

and community, all students will need to be provided with a 
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common framework to share in the gaming simulation. One of 

the advantages of simulation is that,'through accurate abstraction, 

it can concretize and simplify the confusion of reality. Hence, 

project staff will design a model' court within an abstracted but 

realistic community setting. ("Hodel" is used in the. sense of 

llrepresentation", not in the Sel'lSe of lIideal ll
.) The Orange County 

Superior Court will serve as a prototype, at least in part, primarily 

because of its manageable size as compared with ~he more accessible 

but much larger and atypical Los Angeles Superior Court. Staff 

of the Orange County Superior Court are willing to cooperate in 

providing information about the court's structure and functioning, 

and there are materials already avai~able that will be of assistance 

to the project staff in abstracting features wiih which to define 

the model court. 

Data will be collected to describe the community environment 

in terms of the following characteristics: 

History; 
Size and rate of growth; 
Socio-economy and culture; 
Political orientation. 

SpAcial structural and functional charactersitics of the 

model court which will be predefined for the students are: 

History, including extent a~d rate of growth; 
Size (number of judges and supportive staff); 
Scope of operations; 
Internal organization and external interfacing 
with other agencies (e.g., whether the probation 
office is an independent agency or a segment of the 
court); 
Admini~trative featuies (e.g., how do officia~s, such 
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as the judges, the chief probation officer and the 
cler~ of the court, attain office?); 
Court rules;' 
Statuatory requirements an~ limits. 

In addition, to be realistic, the model may include som~ 

pre-existing court programs, such as a Release on"Own Recognizanc~ 

Program. In reality, an administrator receiving a new appoint-

ment in a court can expect to find some programs already in oper-

ation. In the gaming simulation, he can be subjected t~ the task 

of examining and evaluating the effectiveness of pre-existing 

programs as well as to the task of determining what new programs 

would contribute to the. 'court's effectiveness. 

The court scene abounds with a variety of actors with whose 

roles and perceptions ,the court administrator should be familar. 

The court environment is shaped by not .. only the court personnel 

(judges, courtroom staff, prosecuting and defense attorneys, jurors, 

witnesses, plaintiffs, victims) but also by law enforcement and 

correctional personnel and by representatives of that wider 

community ~nvironment within which the court operates (the media, 

the Bar, political bodies, special interest groups). Not all 

actors will appear in each scenario. The predominance of a role 

will depend on the specific functional activity td which the 

administrator is attending in any given scenario. Nevertheless, 

these are the multiplicity of roles to be built into the 

jurisdictional model. ... 

All of these dimensions--the community environ~ent,.the 

criminal justice system, the court system itself, and the roles 
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of the personnel within the court system--will require that the 

staff collect data from which to fashion the simulated model. 

Our goals are realism without an overload of data on irrelevant 

factors. 

b. Role players model-

Within the environment of the court there is a large and 

diverse cadre of participants-judges, attorneys, defendants, jurors, 

administrative personnel~-all involved in the court process. There 

are also external partic~pants who indirectly exert ~ tremondous 

amount of influence over the functioning of the court--state and 

county legislators, the Bar Association and advisory ,boards, to name 

a few. To simulate all of these elements would be next to an 

impossible task. However, they and their influence can be 

abstracted to a reasonable level and their impact upon the coure 

system can be "gamed". That is, they can be represented in the 

gam e a sad a t a fig u r e, 0 r as" a n e ,.] sit em, 0 r a s a s tat ute 0 rIa w , 

or represented in any form which the game director may choose. 

In the reality of the game however,the most critical roles 

will be included. 

major areas: 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

These roles can be broken down into five 

Court Administrator; 

County Clerk-clerk of the court and 'assignment 
clerk; 

Judge-presiding judge, master calendar judge, 
trial judge; 
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4. County Board of Supervisors-responsible for both 
administrative and voting duties; 

, 
5. Attorney-institutional (district attorney and 

public defender) and private. 

The roles of various pressure groups, Bar Association, State 

legislators, State Judicial Council, voting public, and other relhted 

court system players (jurors, witness, bailiffs, court reporters, 

probation officers) will be sim~lated within the game as discussed 

earilier. However, when critical issues arise within the game 

involving the~e roles; they may be assumed by the stud~nts so 

their personal input can be considered. The major r?le emphasis 

will of course be the court manager. He will interface with all 
'--, .. 

the other roles in varying degree~ of intensity according to the 

particular functi6nal activity or policy area with which he is 

involved. 

For each of the roles in the game, a player manual will be 

developed which will provide the student with a description of 

his .r.)le, the interrelationship with other role players, major 

decision-making and policy areas to which he will address himself. 

Complete role descriptions will be developed in the next phase 

(Construction) of the research project. 

c. Da. ta mod·el-

Besides the data devel~ped for the model court jurisdiction, 

additional data will be developed pertinent to each role and to 

each functional activitY with which the role will be invcilved. 
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This data model will include information on types and numbers of 

backlog cases, number of attorneys trying' cases, calendaring 

statistics, relevant cost factors for future court build up, 

judges' work units, information systems and EDP factors and. costs, 

zero budget inputs statistics, court budget, c~unty departmental 

budgets, other court subsystem data - law enforcement and probation 

personnel and cost. This data model cannot as yet be fully 

detailed as each role statement and each functional activity has 

not been fully constructed, and the type and amount of data 

required is clearly dependent upon that phase Also, the 

information needed is no~ completely available at this time and 

added research must be undertaken. Thus, only a brief concept of 

data required can be given now. .. 

2. Process and Functional Activities 

The court's primary function is to apply to approp~iate law 

to the facts presented to it in a variety of issues both criminal 

and civil in nature. The court system is thus characterized by a 

flow of various types and numbers of cases. It i's the c h a r g e 0 f 

all those oembers of the court process to effectively dispose of 

such cases. Although this flow is central to the court system, 

i~ is the court administrator and his functions and int~rre1ation-

ships on which we will focus the gaming simulation. 

His operational environment will key uP~? the cases being 

processed by the court, upon the reductidn of case backlogs, and 
. 

on the continued effective and' effi'cient disposition of cases. 
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In addition, he is also a minager--a manager of people, of finances, 

and of future planning and growth. Thus, the gaming simulation will 

be charac~erlzed by four broad process and functional activities: 

fiical management, personnel management, planning, and court process 

and pro~edures management. 

In more specific terms, the court administrator in the gaming 

simulation will be responsible during each play of the game for 

the fol'lowing: 

a. 

h. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i . 

supervision of court staff--personnel work, assignment, 
salary and classification plans; 

budget preparation, control, and passage; prioritize 
judici~l requirements, pr~gram budget, negotiations; 

calen~ar management~-sett~ng of policy and procedures, 
judicial"workloads; assisting judges of the court; 

jury and witness ~anage~ent--setting of policy and 
procedures; 

organization assistance to and substantial inter
action with presiding judges, and judicial committees; 

liaison--with county management and funding agencies, 
court-related coun~y departments such as Sheriff, 
Probation, County clerk; 

public and' press relations; 

statistical generation and management--trials in 
progress, case inventories, backlog, EDP needs and 
procedures; 

planning court reform measures. 

While the gaming simulation proceeds through the processing 

of these functions by the court administrator and the 'other 

pertinent role players) Supplem~ntal Training Exercise Programs, or 
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STEPS, will place added emphasis upon spec;al events within the 

courts operational environment. These will coincide with 
, 

particular masters program course work and include the following: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Court Budget Presentation 

Local and S ta t e Hearings on 'Pro cedur al Ref orm 

Court Employee Organization and Labor Negotiation~ -
claSSification, compensation, structure 

Court Consolidation Reform Issue 

EDP/lnfo System Planning (County-Enforcement
Correction) 

f. 5 - 10 year ~lan 'for Court Operations 

g. New Calendaring/Jury-witness System P~ocedures 

h. Backlog Reduction Procedures Hearing (7) 

i. Setting of Continuance Policy 

~he other role players in the gaming simulation (juoges, 

county clerk, county board of supervisors, and attorneys) will be 

performing functions inherent to their roles but which emphasize 

and interface with the administrative and procedural function and 

policy of the court. Their participation in the game involves, 

the preparation of decisions pertinent to their'role and in 

planning for each STEP exercise. Many of the STEPS 'ill require 

collaborative work between the various roles, while others will 

require policy statements which will be in conflict with one or 

more of the roles. 

The relationsh~p between the gamed roles, the various 

simulated court environment components, the decisional and 

functional areas of each role, and the STEPS is more apparent from 

the chart on page 24. 
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o This chart graphically shows how va~ious simulated influential 

• roles, data concerning case loads, data on court and county 

finances, court rules and proced~res and a model court jurisdiction 

comes together with the various court system role actors. Through 

• the roles an~ the environmental components variou~ role decisions 

and functi~ns are accomplished. The special court issues (STEPS) 

are also discussed and acted upon by the role players who use the 

• supportive simulated data and components for informational inputs. 

The process described above consti~utes the continuous, on-

going play of the game. The judicial administration gaming simula-

• tion will be ~layed by the graduate students approximately nine 

ti~es during their course of study. Each play of th~ game or 

llcycle ll will take t,V'o days, not counting preparation time by the 

students. Each ~a~ing cycle will be the equivalent of one year's 

time; thus over their year of study, the students will have 

• participated in the simulation of ten years of court administratio~ 

activities. Each cycle of th~ game will 'be increasing complex 

in nature as the students increase their knowledge of court 

• 'operations, of the interaction pattern of the major role players, 

~ of the use of court systen data and statistics, and their skills 

in operating with the simulated court environment. A n?vl STEP 

• will be introduced each cycle and will'add complexity and a more 

dynamic and sophisticated environment for the students' decision-

making process and functional administration of the court. 

• 
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VII. Methodology for Continuing Design, ConstructiQn and 
Implementation 

The task of moving from concept to formal design and 

construction of the judi~i~l a~ministration gaming simula~ion 

will b~ accomplished through two major areas of activity. First, 

an intensive two week research effort will be conducted at the 

Or~nge County Superior Court and its executive office 

where all necessary data will be collected to construct a model 

court system jurisdiction. This will be completed through inter-

views ~jth key court personnel, observation of ~ourt processes 

and review of court data and statistics. Second, the research 

findings will then be translated into a series of internal reports 

which will th~n be developed into actual game and player materials. 

The internal ,-reports 'will be ~,complete description of, rationale 

for, and philosophical approach t? each facet of the judicial 

administration gaming simulation. They will consist of, the following: 

a. Model Court Jurisdiction-statistical base and court 
environnent 

b. 

c • 

d. 

e. 

Role Descriptions 

Role Decisions 

Interaction Charts and Patterns between roles and 
between rol~s and the simulated game environment 

Supplementary Training Exercise Programs ~STEPS), 

f. News Issues and Voting Opinions, 

g. Game Directors Manual, 

h. 

1. 

Player Materials-forms, memos, STEPS, 

Supporting Documents-procedures, state und local 
court rules, funding history, state statutes 
governinc court system. 
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JUDICIAL ADHINISTRATION GMUNG SIHULATION: 

DESIGN HODIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION 

The design goals, theoretical foundations, and game emphasis, which 

were outlined in the first Concept Report (pgs. 5-8, 14-15) have been 

follo\yed closely in the game design phase of the grant. In an effort to 

provide students with the most relevant ~:perience, the staff has chosen 

to design the suru~ation game to emphasize effective judicial administra-

tion policy fornlation, calendar management, and court syst~~s planning. 

The following specific areas were emphasized to illustrate the 

chosen problems: 
... 

1. Processing of four classes of cases through the court system; i.e., 
Felonies, Juvenile Delinquency, Person.?l Injury and Family Law 
Activities. * 

2. Generation of judicial and administrative policy alternatives. 
"'hich will stimulate more effective and efficient administration 
of justice. By processing cases through the court system and 
noting the problems of backlog, calendaring, attorney coutro1, 
judicial conflict, and outside system pressure, the players 
can develop and research ne~v polid.es** to alleviate developing 
problems. 

3. Reconstruction. of the effects of judicial and administ'rative 
policies designed to alleviate court system problems. The 
players are responsible for researching each new policy alternative 
they generate in terms of its effect on: (a) the processing of 
cases; (b) the role players in the game; and (c) the propensity 
of other policies to pass or fail. 

*Additional case types may be added at a later time. 

**Such Po.licies ~""ill include specific Hems under broad areas as: jury and 
witness management; calendaring; fiscal planning, responsibility and 
priorities; statistical generation and control; EDP system requirements; 
court rules and procedurc:).l changes; personnel policies, assignments and 
classification. 
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4. The formal and informal processes and interpersonal dependencies 
which are necessary to create policy changes and increase 
effectiveness of court process. 

5. Management of judicial and administrative court personneL The 
game requires players to analyze work requirements and manage 
their successful completion. 

6. Organizational assistance to, and substantial interaction ,dth, 
other justice system components. Through policy negotiations 
and research, thc players 1..rill interact '''''ith one another on 
issues concerning the governing of the entire justice system. 
This also includes public and press reactions and their impact 
upon the court system. 

These game components will be operationalized through three . 

sub-games: 

The first sub-game is a policy negotiation situation where judicial 

and administrative policies affecting the court are presented, researched, 

and resolved by key members of the court and other justice system represent-

atives. 

Toe second sub-game consists of four case process boards (operation-

alized flow charts) upon which the actual mechanics of processing different 

types of cases (Family la\o1, Civil, Juvenile and Criminal) are represented 

and controlled by three role players--attorneys, assignment judges, and 

court administration staff. This is accomplished in the game by the 

players moving case blocks through process and decision points shown on 

game flow charts. In addition, the appropriate parties and resources must 

be scheduled by the players. 

The third, in-basket management tasks, will be presented to various 

players. Hanagement problems which will aff eel: players I decision making 

rationales and the processing of cases in the system will be included in 

these tasks. o 
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• In building the gaming simulation of the court systems, it is 

essential that we choose a model which clearly and concisely reflects 

the essentials of the real system and which maximizes the ability of 

• the participants to dc.velop viable policies to a11m., improvements. We 

believe that many of the concepts of complex systems discussed by Jay 

Forrester in his book, UrbariDynamics. (pgs. 107-114) are directly 

• applicable to the court arena; and we have used them as an integral 

part of our model. 

The chapter of the modelled court system is as fol10101S: (a) It is 

• counterintuitive, that is, it behaves in a manner that resists intuitive 

judgment and solutions; (b) It is insensitive to changes in many of 

the system parameters; (c) It is. resistant to policy changes, so that 

the behavior of system parameters often remains the same; (d) It contains 

a few well concealed influence points ivhere dramatic changes in behavior 

• can occur because of policy decisions; (~) It counteracts and compensates 

for externally applied policy changes by reducing the amount of internal 

behavior change; (f) Over the long run it reacts to policy changes in a 

• manner opposite to its reaction in the short run, causing policy changes 

to be inaccurately evaluated on th~ basis of short run performance. 

The background information needed to create this model has been 

• obtained from a number of sources; 

Court statistical data has been collected from Orange County Superior 

Court (OCSC), from Los Angel(>.s Superior Court and from the California 

• State Judicial Council annual reports for the past five years. 
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Descriptions of court operations have been obtained by extensive 

use of studies carried out in California state court systems with supple

mental information drawn from federal court studies. Information in these 

reports on workloads, calendaring, time studies and backlogs have been 

used to calibrate the case processing sub-game and to guide us in creating 

the policy negotiation payoff-matrix. 

A substantial number of intervie~-1s of key people involved in and 

with the court system have been used to build as accurate a representation 

of the court system ~s possible. Those interviewed include court adminis-

trators, an assistant presiding judge, trial judges, media representatives, 

director of local CCCJ, county clerk assignment clerk, attorneys (public 
... 

and private), county political and administrative personnel, marshalls, 

probation officers, etc. These inputs guided our building of the 

profile of who makes decisions about "Ihat and the likely direction of 

those decisions under different circumstances. 
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Policy Necotiations Sub-game 

The policy negotiations portion of the judicial administration game • 
centers on an agenda of policy issues on which the Court Executiv'B 

Committee must negotiate and vote. The Committee consists of rul elected 

presiding judge, three elected trial judges, and a chief court administrator • 
who is the head of the staff of assistant administrators at the process 

boards. The three judges represent three separate constituencies of 

trial judges who elect them. The constituencies are determii.'l.(~d according • 
to seniority order of the trial judges in the court. 

The play of the game requires the allocation of the limited resource 

of influence., Each of the judges, including the presiding judge, begins • 
with a certain amount of influence and, instead of prestige, a specific 

amount of authority granted him by the trial judges. Throughout tl1e 

game, little cylin~rical pegs represent units of influence. The prestige 

levels relate to the odds of being re-elected through the roll of a die. 

TIle court administrator's authority level relates to the odds of being 

r(!tained in his position. 

The five players, ,dth their roles defined in terms of constituencies 

and prestige, influence, and the authority levels, neg'otiate on the 

agenda of policy issues before them. This Executive Committee deals with 

t'·l0 types of policy issues: :process issues that affect the court playing 

board p~ocess by altering parameters such as the availability of various 

court resources, speed of case flo,~, and probability of cases settling 

before trial; other internal issues of the court that are of a type that 

does not affect court process but which nmy have less ta~gible impact on 

o 
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the court's functioning and societal image, e.g., offering a telephone 

nlcrt option of jurors, tightening courtroom security, installing n pool 

table in the judges' lounge. T1le process and internal issues may be 

• adopted or rejected by the direct action of the five players at the 

Executive Co~~ittee table. 

In addition to the players at the internal court R~ccutive Committee 

table, there are two external rings of players representing external 

policy determining forces, primarily of a legal nature, and societal 

influences. The external policy determining forces lvith the most immediat'e 

impact are: the County Clerk, a 'CAO analyst, a personnel analyst, the 

State Legislature, the State Judicial Council, the County Board of Super-

visors, the Bar Association, District Attorney, Public Defender, Sheriff, 

and Probation Officer •. The less immediate external forces, or societal 

~nfluences,'are: the media, regional Council on Criminal Justice, Law 

Enforcement Assistance Administration, law enforcement agencies, Clerk-

Reporters' Association, grand jury, employee unions, the general publiC, 

,and special interest groups advoca::ing conservative and liberal brands 

of justice. 

Some of the external forces will be played by live, bona fide players; 

others "li1l be simulated. The players may determine and place on the 

agenda external issues 1vhich have an impa.ct on the court's operations. 

Examples of external issues are: a bill pending before the State 

Legislature and proposed revisions of the California Rules of Court. 

Consideration by the State Judicial Council and State Legislature of 

merger of superior and municipal courts \07ou1d be a matter which the members 
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of the Executive Committee would "lant to influence on behalf of their 

constituencies. The Committee would also want to voice its opinion about 

the County Clerk l s reques t to the Board of Supervis()J:s for funding of a 

compt"terized calendaring system. The media, of course, can create an 

issue out of anything. 

External issues placed on the agenda can be influenced by the five 

F~ecutive Committee members, but the Committee does not have the final, 

sole decision on them as it does on the internal and process issues. The 

external issues are subject to approval or rejection by a larger 

community in something like a voting procedure. 

In several ways, players receive feedback about hm" well they are 

playing the game. They car~ see the affects of their decisions on the 

court process boards; the court administrator at the Executive Committee 

table and his stnff at the'process boards function as a team and share 

the points earned at the board for reducing delay; similarly, the judges 

at the table and the assignment judges at the boards function as a team 

. lId sc re From the point of viev1 of the individual 
w~tl a common goa an co~~on 0 • 

player, there are several a1tenlative ways of considering a game a success. 

He may consider himself successful if the issues he ,mnted to see passed 

were in fact passed, and if those he "mnted defeated Here defeated. He might 

consider'himself successful if his influence had increased during the 

game. A judge might consider a rise in this prestige level as an indica

tor of success; the 'court-administrator might look upon increased authority 

as a token of success. Or a player might, if he wishes, think of , 

re-election or retention of his position us the only measure of his success 

in the game. 
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The use'of a policy negotiations game model not only prompts 

students to practice the neBotiation process, but also requires them to 

examine the substance of many kinds of issues pertaining to court 

administration and to the consequences of their policy decisions. When 

an issue is voted upon, its passage or failure affects many other 

interrelated elements in the gam·e. The ini"tial issues on the agenda 

will be normed in the game director's matrix, so that after the votes 

are tallied the consequences can be read out and the game parameters 

adjusted. In other words, norming is the specification of the contingent 

outcome relations, in terms of both magn,itude and direction ,between 

internal and external issues and' the court "s processing of cases. Norming 

also determines the propensities of other issues to pass, probability of 

re-election of the judges and of job retention for the court administrator, 

prestiee and influence levels of the Executive Committee members, and 

the capacity of each external and societal force to ~~ercise influence. 

After the students have played several rounds of policy negotiations, 

they will have learned the formal structure of the game and its mechanisms 

,,,ell enough to norm any policy issue they themselves wish to bring to the 

agenda. The previous play is actually a priming process leading up to 

the phase l'lhere the students perform the major learning task of idcntify-

ing impactful issues and researching and thinking through the ramifications 

of various policy matters. Also, the pre-nor-mod issues are open to the 

challenge of any student who can justify outcomes other than those specified. 

In addition to the process issues and internal and external issues, 

. the game director may present in-basket tasks to any player. These tasks 

o 
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represent the large number of citizen demandsoupon all members of organ

izations and introduces both complexity and the factor of time pressure 

in allocating time. The problem may require a STEP (Supplemental Training 

Exercise Program) whereby the players step out 0.£ the main game to take 

time to practice particular skills. For example, the court 8.dministrator 

and presiding judge may receive in their in-baskets a request to be 

interviewed by a reporter from a 10'cal television station. Video tape 

can be employed to record the interview and provide fee.dback to the 

students on how they perform in such a situattion. Court budget preparation 

and staff reorganization are other examples of exercises for:functional 

skill development. 
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Case Processing Sub-game 

TIle judicial administration gaming simulation can be categorized 

as a game requiring 'allocation of scarCe'resources. In the policy negotia-

tions sub-game,. the scarce resource is influence; b,ut in the" case processing 

sub-game, the scarce resource is ~~, or attorney and court resource 

availability. Attorney resource is defined as time spent in court working 

on cases rather than the total time spent with clients •. Court resource 

is defined as judge time (on bench and in chambers); court room space; 

and clerk, bailiff, and reporter time. The availability of these resources 

. can vary w'ithin the game due to policy decisions, distractions by in-basket 

tasks, and :individua1 player decisions based on role definitions and [,"'me 

rules. 

The locus for the allocation of these resources is a precess game 

board which is an operational f10\'1 chart of the various processes and 

clecision points a case must proceed through before its final disposition. 

Thqre are four such game boards representing the flO\{ process for four 

different types of cases: Criminal (felony), Juvenile (delinquency and 

dependency), Civil (personal injury and property damage), and Family 

The operational £lm., charts are created through an analysiS of the 

court system to determine: (a) who and ,.,hat governs the movement of 

cases; (b) ,,,hat resources are required to process a case; (c) the relative 

number of cases entering and 1eav~ng the system; Cd) the relative position 

*See Appendix for copies of the original flovi charts from the State Judicial 
Council study on ,",eighted case loads done by Arthur Young and Company; these 
charts arc currently being made operational for the game. 
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Case Processing Sub-game 
(j;~ 

The judicial administration gaming simulation can be categorized 

asa game requiring 'allocation of scarce'rcsource~. In the policy negotia-

tions sub-game, the scarce resource is infl~; but in the' case processing 

sub-game, the scarce resource is time, or attorney and court resource 

availability. Attorney resource is defined as time spent in court working 

on cases rather than thc total tim.e spent with clients. Court resource 

is defined as judge time (on bench and in chambers); court r~om space; 

and clerk, bailiff, and reporter time. The availability of these resources 

can vary within the game due to policy decisions, distractions by in-basket 

tasks, and individual player decisions based on role definitions and game 

rules. 

The locus for the allocation of these resources is a process gan:c 

board Hhich is an operational flo~., chart of the various processes and 

dccision points a case must procced through before its final disposition. 

There are four such game boards representing the flow' process for four 

different typeB of cases: Criminal (felony), Juvenile (delinquency and 

dependency), Civil (personal injury and property damage), and Family 

Law.* 

The operational flo~., charts are created through an analysis of the 

court system to dctennine: (a) who and \vhat governs the movement of 

cases; (b) \"hat resources are required to process a case; (c) the relative 

number of cases entering and leaving the system; (d) the relative position 

*See Appendi~~ for copies of the ori~inal £lm., charts from the State Judicial 
Council study on \vcichtecl case loads done by Arthur Young and Company; these 
charts are currently being made.operationa1 for the game. 
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and number of backlogged cases; (e) the expected rewards for those 

involved in processing cases; (f) the relative time frame for each process

ing step; and (g) the statistical and game rule requirementG to present a 

realistic' environment for the players. 

t of Cases at each board, after The role players direct the movemen 

the executive committee policy decisions impact upon the process. 

1. ' Assignment Judge (AJ)--unde~ the direction of the presiding judge 
(at the committee table), the assignment.judge.has complete 
control over the processing of ca.ses. Ihs dutJ.es are solely 
administrative in nature. 

2. 

3.' 

Court Administra'tors (CA)-,-serve as assistants to the chief court 
administrator (at the committee table), carry out administrativ: 
tasks under direction, and lend support to the AJ on the. processJ.ng 
of cases. One assistant administr.ator serves at each process. board. 
No court administrator can make policy decisions. 

Attorneys--five attorney firms represent cases on,the process 
boards. Each plays the role' of one of. the followJ.ng: 

a) Red 1<l\.J' firm--A prestigious firm ~"hich represents a lnrge 
number of clients with a limited number of attOl;neys. 

b) Blue 1aH firm--A less prestigious firm but one "'hich still 
has an excess of cases for attorney time available. 

c) Yellovl 1mT firm--This is a composite of n lnrge number of 
small 1a'" firms which are presumed to have sufficient time 
.~(;r all business. 

, .c' t' on d) "1hite law firm--the District Attorney s of.LJ.ce. o~era -~ng 
criminal process board primarily. Nearly suff~c~ent attorney: 
f~r cases they bring into system, but insufficient for potentJ.al 
cases. 

e) Black--Public Defenders office, similar staffing to D.A. '8 

office. 

'l11ese players then make personal decisions on hOI., t11ey are to allocate 

their limited time resourcesi:o cases HaitinG at various process points in 

the flo~.,. d Sh C" Cl c) The ('fame rules require.', (e.g., Hearing on Or er to ow .. ,u", t.> 
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that for a case to proceed, attorney time must be allocated and all 

necessary court resources must be provided. If those requirenlents are 

not met, the case block (an artifact representing a number of cases) 

i£ stored with other backlogged case blocks and must wait to proceed. 

This is a built-in calendaring procedure. The amount of court resources 

required for each process point is the. same; hm'lover, the number of caSe 

blocks that can pass through during each round vary greatly. For example, 

baset;! on workload and time statistics, the game requires that court 

resources be committed eight times longer at the Court Trial process 

po:i:nt than at the Order to ShoW' Cause (eSC) .point. Or, stated another 

way, eight case blocks can be processed at the OSC point, while only 

one can be processed at the Court Trial in the same amount of time. 

After a case block has passed through a process point, a probability 

factor detennines whether it will proceed to another process point or be 

settled. The probability factor is based on court statistics which give 

percentages of cases disposed of at the various process points. Rolling 

a die to determine the case blocks disposition frees player's from making 

indi,ridual judgments about case blocks. The probability factor "to7i11 

change in response to policies passed by the players. The game director 

introduces new cases each round of the game, based on the OCSC data. The 

case blocks may already have law firms assigned to them, but each attorney 

role player must allocate a time block before the case may proceed. 

The attorney·'s goal, and that of the court administrators and assign

ment judges, is to gail'l points by disposing of cases. Each round the 
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number of cases disposed (at any point in the process) affects each 

player ' s score. Some attorneys, however, gain more points for having 

cases disposed of early. Attorneys also gain points for the number 

of their cases on the process board in the backlog storage areas. The 

CA and AJ, on the other hand, lose points for backlogged cases. Hith 

their point scores, the players can gain influence to be used in the 

policy game, or the attorneys may choose to buy more time resources 

so they can handle more cases. Each case block is coded with the 

number of the round it entered the process, thus giving an indication 

of its relative age. 

Visual representation of attorney time, court resources, and case 
"-

type is provided by colored plastic "LEGO" pieces. The players can 

D1anipulate the pieces on the game board and can see the case flow process 

quite dramatically. 

Sequcncin0 of a typical round of the game follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Policy decision effects are'applied to the"process board (i.e., 
change in court 'or attorney resources, change in decision point 
percentages, chanse in amount and type of case entering or 
leaving system, change in the speed of case blocks th.rough 

'process points, case dispersal, pay-off chanp,e, etc.). 

Apply effects of In-basket data and news items (i. e., illness 
of court personnel, riot, calendar mixup, judge vacation, etc.). 

Introduce ne~., case blod~s representing new filings. 

Set up of the required resource tm.,ers follovled by assignment 
judge calling the next case blocks to each process point (one 
or more case blocks depending on speed of process). 

" . 
Attorneys allocate time blocks to each called case block. 

AJ moves case block to next process point storage (backlog) area, 
or most likely to a decision point, where a die is rolled to 
determine the direcfion in which it ,.;ill proceed. 
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7. Players calculate payoff scores for case blocks which wcre 
disposed and those .presently backlogged. 

8. Role players allocatc influence with policy board and make 
recommendations for new procedures and new policies. 

9. Round ends. 

The final proje~t report will have complete game rules and diagrams 

o~ ,;ihe process game boards with examples of the actual LEGO artifacts 

used in the game. 
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